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Abstract
This thesis details the use of aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition to deposit
transparent conducting oxide thin films. Transparent conducting oxides are a
special class of materials that exhibit high optical transparency as well as good
electrical conductivity, two properties usually in contradiction with each other. The
combination of these properties in one material has established an essential role for
transparent conducting oxides in a range of applications such as flat screen displays,
photovoltaic cells, gas sensors, low-emissive coatings and light emitting diodes.
Aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition is increasingly becoming recognised as
a simple, low-cost and reliable technique for depositing thin films. It involves
generating an aerosol mist from a solution containing the precursors that is
transported with the aid of an inert or reactive carrier gas into the reaction chamber
where deposition takes place on a heated substrate. Two of the attractive features of
this method are its versatility in allowing the use of precursors that are not suitable
for conventional chemical vapour deposition methods as the method depends on
solubility rather than volatility and the facility to use multiple precursors
simultaneously within a single vessel.
The focus of this work is on doping and co-doping of metal oxide thin films, namely
ZnO and SnO2, to enhance their optoelectronic properties. The ZnO films were
doped with group III elements aluminium or gallium, and the SnO2 films were doped
with multivalent elements antimony or tungsten. All four systems were co-doped by
introducing fluorine to replace the oxygen ion in the lattice. Fluorine was used as
the co-dopant because of its established use in fluorine doped tin(IV) oxide
transparent conducting oxides, a commercially available product. Co-doping has
received less attention compared with single cation doping largely because of the
limitations of other deposition methods. The rationale for co-doping is that it would
allow greater tuning of the optoelectronic properties of the transparent conducting
oxides to suit specific applications.
All films synthesised in this investigation were characterised using a wide range of
techniques including X-ray diffraction, energy and/or wavelength dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, UVvisible-near infrared spectroscopy and Hall effect measurements.
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1
Introduction:
Transparent conducting oxides
Transparent conductive oxides (TCO) are optically transparent materials with high
electrical conductivity. TCO’s are best described as having a transmittance above
80% in the visible spectrum characterised by a band gap of greater than 3.1 eV, and
an electrical resistivity of no more than 10-3  cm.14, 15 The electrical conductivity is a
consequence of the number of available charge carriers (preferably 1020 cm-3 or
higher) and their mobility.15, 16 The combination of properties in one material has
established an essential role for TCOs in the production of optoelectronic devices
such as flat screen displays, photovoltaic cells, gas sensors and light emitting
diodes.17, 18
Badekar reported the first TCO, a thin film of CdO, in 190719 but very little progress
was made on developing a practical use for it probably because of its low
transparency due to a band gap of 2.3 eV.7 Since then, a number of TCO materials
have been made such as In2O3, ZnO and SnO2. Of these the most successful films
have been made using indium or tin based oxides, however, indium and tin (to a
lesser extent) are in limited supply and relatively expensive.15 Thus, there is a need
to find alternative materials that can be employed in optoelectronic devices.
This thesis explores the current developments in the fabrication of TCO thin films
focussing on the use of aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) and
the role of dopants and deposition conditions on the optical and electrical properties
of films.
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1.1 Optical properties
To be transparent and conductive would normally be contradictory since
transparency requires a wide band gap, which would otherwise hinder the formation
of charge carriers. A TCO with 100% transmission would only be possible if there
were no free electrons that could be excited from the conduction band minimum
(CBM) to higher conduction band states. Obviously, transparency is not the only
desired property of a TCO. A compromise is therefore required in which the
transparency and the concentration of charge carriers are as high as possible.
Transmittance of TCOs can be divided into three regions: ultraviolet (UV) (10-400
nm), visible (400-700 nm) and near-infrared (>700 nm) (Fig. 1.1). An increase in
charge carrier concentration would increase absorption in the near-infrared. A high
electron density in the conduction band would increase the absorption and
reflection by the free electron gas (plasma) and hence reducing transmittance for
wavelengths higher than the plasma wavelength. This type of optical profile is
generally seen in thin films consisting of FTO and is a requirement of heat mirrors
(Section 1.6.3).20, 21 The blue shifting of the plasma band onset of an increase in
reflectance is also dependent on the dielectric constant (a measure of capacitance;
the ability of a material to store electrical energy in an electrical field) and the mean
free relaxation time of the material (which is directly proportional to conductivity)
i.e. the higher the electron density and lower the effective electron mass, the lower
the free relaxation time.14 However, the thin films remain optically transparent in
the visible region since the conduction band is unaltered. The number of and depth
of the interference fringes is a function of film thickness which is a consequence of
a thickness variation across a film. Interference fringes can also be present as a result
of multiple reflections that occur at the interfaces between the air and the thin film,
the thin film and the substrate and the barrier coating and glass of the substrate.
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Fig. 1.1. A UV vis spectra showing some characteristics seen in thin films.

1.1.1 Band gaps
The band gap arises from the splitting and overlapping of energy levels when atoms
come close together forming the valence and conduction bands. The band gap
energy, Eg, is the energy required (provided by a photon) for electrons to flow from
the valence band maximum (VBM) to the conduction band minimum (CBM).
Typical values for different materials are given in Table 1.1. Several factors affect the
band gap of semiconductors.22 A large band gap is a feature of small interatomic
spacing and large differences of electronegativity.23, 24 The hybridization of orbitals
and most notably, doping, also have measurable effects on the band gap.

Table 1.1. The band gap energies for different materials.
Type of material
metal
semiconductor
insulator

Band gap energy /eV
<0.3
<4
4-12

Semiconductors can be one of two types: direct band gap or indirect band gap (Fig.
1.2). In a direct band gap semiconductor the VBM and the CBM have the same
momenta (the highest and lowest energy points of the valence and conduction
bands respectively line up vertically) but this is not true for indirect band gap
semiconductors, such as silicon.

However, conservation of momentum is a
17

requirement because the electrons from the conduction band must recombine with
the holes in the valence band. This recombination could be radiative or nonradiative. The former is required for the material to have optical properties. In
indirect band gap semiconductors, the recombination requires phonons, vibrations
of the crystal lattice.25 However, indirect semiconductors have poor optical
properties because the probability of interaction between electrons and phonons is
low resulting in a lower rate of radiative emission.

Fig. 1.2. The electronic band structure of (a) direct band gap and (b) indirect band
gap semiconductors. Crystal momentum is a momentum-like vector that refers to
the electrons in the lattice.

1.1.1.1 Electronegativity
It is not unreasonable to assume that the band gap of a semiconductor or insulator
is a function of the difference in electronegativities of the anion and cation in a
binary compound. The movement of electrons from the valence band (mostly
orbitals of the anion) to the conduction band (mostly orbitals of the cation) would
therefore be expected to be affected by the relative electronegativities of the two
elements. For example, a smaller difference in electronegativities would presumably
produce a smaller band gap. The Pauling scale of electronegativities is not based on
individual atoms but on the dissociation energies (D), in electronvolts, of chemical
bonds between two atoms (A and B) in the gaseous state and is defined by equation
1.1.26
18

(Eq. 1.1)

However, the differences in Pauling electronegativities have been used to calculate
the band gaps of a number of binary oxides27 but this does not allow consideration
of the degree of covalency found in some oxides, e.g., ZnO and CdO. Therefore, the
newer concept of optical electronegativity, which is based on electron promotion in
the solid state, is a more realistic measure.27 What is apparent is the electronegative
behaviour of oxygen is highly influenced by the polarising ability of the cation. So is
there a correlation between the optical electronegativity and band gap energy? One
study

comparing

experimental

band

gap

data

with

calculated

optical

electronegativities found no correlation in TCOs27 which highlights the multiplicity
of factors that affect the band gap.

1.1.1.2 The hybridization of the orbitals
Chalcopyrite semiconductors are made from three elements (ternary compounds)
such as CuAlS2, AgAlS2 and ZnSnP2, and have smaller band gaps than binary
semiconductors such as ZnO and TiO2.28 This anomaly is due to the effect of p-d
hybridization, cation electronegativity and structural distortion although the
hybridization is seen as the main factor in chalcopyrites made from group I-III-VI2
elements but not those consisting of elements of group II-IV-V2 where cation
electronegativity is the dominant factor.28 The study by Mishra and Ganguli shows
that d-electrons contribute significantly to a reduction in the band gap through p-d
hybridization which arises from the overlap of the p-orbital (from the anion) and dorbital (from the metal, i.e. Cu or Ag or Zn) that exhibit the same symmetry.28 This
leads to the formation of a lower bonding state attributed to the lower energy cation
d-states and an antibonding state, which is at the top of the valence band produced
by the higher energy anion p-states. According to perturbation theory, states
adopting the same symmetry will repel each other by an amount inversely
proportional to the energy difference between the two states.28 Hence, the reduction
in the band gap is a consequence of the repulsion between the p-states and the dstates that have the same symmetry, pushing up the VBM.
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In general, the band gap is expected to decrease as a function of an increase in lattice
parameters however, there are instances, as in CuAlS2 and AgAlS2 (S could also be
replaced with Se) where this is not the case. This has been attributed to p-d
hybridisation (the repulsion in Cu chalcopyrites is much larger because of the
shallower d-orbital energy) and the fact that Ag is much larger than Cu which means
that the anion in Ag chalcopyrite is further away from the Ag than the group III
cation. The effect is a lowering of the VBM.29

1.1.1.3 Doping
Other factors can also cause light absorptions in the TCO, such as defects in the
band gap which arise from imperfections in the structure.30 Fig. 1.3 shows the
different forms of defects commonly found in the crystal lattice: vacancies
(sometimes referred to as the Schottky defect) are created by the absence of an ion
in the ordered lattice; interstitials are atoms that reside within the normal crystal
structure where an atom is not usually found; a Frenkel pair arises when an ion
moves from its usual position within the lattice to an interstitial space close by thus
creating a vacancy and substitutional defects (also known as impurities) arise when
an ion or atom (larger, smaller or the same size and isovalent or aliovalent), replaces
an ion or atom normally found in the lattice. The aim of doping is to improve
conductivity and increase the band gap (Section 1.2).

Fig. 1.3. The types of defects found in a crystal lattice.
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1.2 Electrical conductivity
Electrical conductivity is one of many properties that depends on the thermal
excitation of electrons from the ground state. The Boltzmann distribution describes
the number of particles in the excited state at a particular temperature, according to
equation (1.2).
𝐸𝑖

𝑁𝑖 ∝ 𝑒 −𝑘𝑇

(Eq. 1.2)

Where Ni is the number of particles in a given state, i; E is the energy of a state, k is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.

However, the Boltzmann

distribution is not appropriate for electrons in a solid as it does not account for the
fact that electrons are totally indistinguishable and that they obey Pauli’s exclusion
principle that two electrons occupying an orbital must have opposite spins. Hence,
the Fermi-Dirac distribution gives a better representation, as given in equation (1.3).
1

𝑓(𝐸) =
1+𝑒

(𝐸−𝐸𝑓 )
[
]
𝑘𝑇

(Eq. 1.3)

The function, f(E), is the fraction of the allowed levels with energy E which are
occupied. The Fermi level or Fermi energy, Ef, is the cut-off between completely
filled levels below Ef and completely empty levels above it. It can also be defined as
the maximum energy level an electron can occupy at zero K. For a metal, the Fermi
level is within a band which is why they are such good conductors.
In a semiconductor the electrons have to move from the valence band to the
conduction band, i.e. the electrons need to gain sufficient energy to overcome the
band gap, Eg (Fig. 1.4). If this is achieved in a pure semiconductor at room
temperature, then the semiconductor is called an intrinsic semiconductor (Fig. 1.4b).
In a pure semiconductor, at any given temperature, the number of electrons excited
into the conduction band would be equal to the number of holes left behind in the
valence band. Hence, the Fermi level is placed half-way in the band gap. However,
the conduction of semiconductors can be increased by doping in which case the
semiconductor is called extrinsic, and can be n- or p-type if the doped atom is of
greater or lower valency than the host atom, respectively. The Fermi level in extrinsic
semiconductors moves away from its ideal mid band gap position: it is closer to the
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conduction band in n-type and moves down to the valence band in p-type (Section
1.3).

Fig. 1.4. Energy band gaps and the Fermi level in a (a) metal and (b) pure
semiconductor.

In intrinsic semiconductors, conduction has long been attributed to the presence of
unintentionally introduced donor centres (native defects) due to metallic
interstitials or oxygen vacancies that produce donor levels below the conduction
band. The premise behind this is based on the fact that the oxide ion is smaller than
the cations however, to consider oxygen vacancies as the primary cause of
conductivity is still very much contentious.31 Density-functional theory (DFT) has
been used to calculate the energies required to explain the mobility of the electrons.
However, it must be noted that these calculations make a number of assumptions
including that the calculations are only valid at zero K.31 The conductivity of the
TCO, ZnO, has been investigated using DFT. According to DFT, the 0/+2 transition
takes place as the Fermi level increases. However, calculations and experimental
data suggest that the donor level is deep, well below the conduction band. This
suggests that oxygen vacancies are not the main cause of conduction in TCOs.32, 33
The role of metallic interstitials in the conductivity of TCOs at room temperature,
based on experimental and theoretical calculations, has largely been dismissed due
to the unlikelihood that such interstitials are present in sufficient concentrations or
are unstable.31
Hydrogen has also been put forward as a unintentional donor.31 In n-type
semiconductors (section 1.3), where the Fermi level is just below the conduction
band, the hydrogen acts as a compensating acceptor. Thus, the hydrogen would
counteract the conducting properties of the semiconductor.

However, DFT

calculations based on ZnO have shown that interstitial hydrogen could also act as a
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donor in n-type semiconductors because it can transit between -1 and +1, with no
neutral state.31 Therefore, hydrogen could play an important role in the conductivity
of ZnO, as observed when hydrogen diffuses into ZnO.31 Since hydrogen is an
unintentional impurity in the formation of almost all TCOs it would not be possible
to assess if it is a dominant player in conductivity. The more likely scenario is that a
combination of impurities, native defects and deliberate doping are accountable for
the conductivity of TCOs.31, 34

1.3 n- and p- type semiconductors
Doping produces extrinsic semiconductors. The objective of doping is to increase
the carrier concentration in order to achieve greater conductivity. Extrinsic
semiconductors can be n- or p-type depending on whether the majority charge
carrier is negative or positive, respectively; these semiconductors are produced by
doping the TCO with an atom with a greater valency (donor impurity) or lower
valency (acceptor impurity), respectively, than the atoms in the lattice (Fig. 1.5).
Tin doped indium oxide (ITO) produces an n-type semiconductor because indium,
a group III element, is doped with Sn, a group IV element. In n-type semiconductors,
the electrons are the majority charge carriers because visible photons can excite
electrons from the high lying donor level to the conduction band. In p-type
semiconductors a group IV element, for example, would be doped with a group III
element resulting in holes. These holes are the majority charge carriers since the
visible photons have enough energy to excite holes from the low-lying acceptor band
to the valence band.18

Fig. 1.5. Energy band gaps in n- and p-type semiconductors.
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In an intrinsic semiconductor, the concentration of electrons and holes are equal to
the intrinsic concentration, i.e., 𝑛 = 𝑝 = 𝑛𝑖 , making the material electrically
neutral.

𝑛 and 𝑝 can be changed by adding an n-type or p-type impurity,

respectively. However, the product of 𝑛 and 𝑝 is a constant independent of the
doping type and the doping level, as shown in equation 1.4.
𝑛𝑝 = 𝑛𝑖2

(Eq. 1.4)

This relationship is called the mass-action law. To illustrate this, without the
involvement of thermodynamic analyses, let’s consider increasing the number of
donors by a large factor, 𝑁. This would mean that the number of free electrons will
increase by a factor 𝑁 to 𝑁𝑛𝑖 and the recombination rate with holes will also
increase by a factor of 𝑁. Hence, the density of holes will decrease from 𝑛𝑖 to 𝑛𝑖 ⁄𝑁
and the number of electrons will decrease from 𝑁𝑛𝑖 to 𝑁𝑛𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖 ⁄𝑁. The product of
electron concentration and hole concentration is given in equation 1.5.
(𝑁𝑛𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖 ⁄𝑁)(𝑛𝑖 ⁄𝑁) = 𝑛𝑖2 (1 − 1⁄𝑁 2 ) ≈ 𝑛𝑖2

(Eq. 1.5)

There are three general considerations of doping:6


the dopant is soluble in the lattice structure;



the shallowness of the dopant level since deep donor levels require more
energy to generate the charge carriers;



the dopant should not act as a compensatory acceptor (a low energy electron
killing defect).

Furthermore, this has to be achieved without impairing the transparent properties
of the film. Adding a dopant to the oxide can widen or narrow the band gap
particularly at higher doping concentrations.7, 35 The increase in the band gap is
called the Moss-Burstein effect and is due to the Fermi level moving into the
conduction band caused by an increase in the carrier concentration. The electrons
can only be excited to levels above the Fermi level because all the states below this
are occupied.6 Although, in some cases increasing dopant concentration can
increase the band gap there is a limit after which conductivity becomes
compromised due to a deterioration in film structure resulting in the reduced
mobility of the free electrons.23, 36 Conversely, band gap narrowing has also been
observed after doping accompanied by significant increases in conductivity and
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mobility of charge carriers.37, 38 Band gap narrowing is still poorly understood.35
However, in heavily doped films, the most likely cause is the creation of energy levels
near the conduction band and the valance band by shallow level donor impurities
and shallow acceptor level impurities, respectively. This phenomenon is called band
gap renormalisation. Several attempts have been made to model the narrowing,
more recently, from data on doped ZnO films.35

1.3.1 n-type TCOs
The majority of TCOs in use are n-type semiconductors.18 Most have been based on
the binary oxides of Sn, In, Zn and Cd but two-binary system oxides (e.g., ZnO-SnO2)
and ternary (e.g., ZnSnO3) or quaternary oxides (e.g., Cu2ZnGeO4) have also been
made. All types have also then been doped with a diverse range of elements or
compounds.15,
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Highly conducting and transparent films, with free electron

concentrations of 1020 cm-3 or greater, can be made without doping but such films
are not stable at high temperature (Table 1.2).15

Table 1.2. Band structures of n-type binary oxides.6, 7, 8
Oxide
SnO2
In2O3
ZnO
Ga2O3
CdO

Lattice structure
rutile
bixbyite
wurzite
complex
rock-salt

minimum band gap /eV
3.6 direct
2.9 direct
3.3 direct
4.5-4.9 direct
0.8 indirect; 2.3 direct

Metal cation doping has been successful in increasing electrical conductivity
particularly using dopants with an electronic configuration of (n-1)d10(n)s0 (where n,
the quantum number, is  5).40 The doping of In2O3 with Sn to form ITO significantly
reduced the resistivity from the order of 10-3  cm to 10-5  cm.15, 41 Doping of binary
compounds using metallic dopants can increase the density of conducting electrons
because the dopants act as electron donors. In terms of carrier concentrations,
compare 2.22 × 1019 cm-3 measured in In2O3 with 2.5 × 1021 cm-3 in ITO. Fluorine has
been widely used as a non-metallic dopant with oxides of Sn, Zn and In because it
increases the conductivity of the film by acting as a donor since F- replaces the O2ion.14
25

1.3.2 p-type TCOs
p-Type oxides are essential in the production of complementary metal-oxide
semiconductors (CMOS). Nickel oxide, NiO, was the first reported p-type TCO but
transmittance of the films was only 40%, resistivity was 1.4 × 10-1  cm and the films
were stable for use at temperatures below 100 oC.42 A few years later, in 1997, the
discovery of a highly transparent p-type TCO was announced.43 The thin film in
question consisted of copper aluminium oxide, CuAlO2, with a maximum
transmittance in the visible range of 60%, however, the resistivity was about 1 
cm which was 3-4 orders of magnitude greater than the n-type ITO, one of the better
TCOs used in industry.44 Since then, several different methods have been used to
produce Cu-Al-O p-type thin films, including sputtering, chemical vapour
deposition, sol-gel deposition and chemical solution.45 Table 1.3 summarises the
electrical and optical properties of CuAlO2 films deposited by some of these
methods. It is worth noting that some studies have produced films but have not
published a complete characterisation.46,

47, 48

The table highlights that while

transmittance in the visible range can be achieved at values 80% or above, the
resistivity of all the films is significantly greater than desired for commercial
applications.

Table 1.3. Optical and electrical properties of Cu-Al-O p-type thin films.
Method of
deposition
Laser ablation
(pulse laser)44
PE-MOCVD49
Radio frequency
Magnetron
sputtering50
DC sputtering51
Chemical solution
(CS)52
Sol-gel (dip
coating)45
Sol-gel (spin-on)53

Temperature
used for
deposition /oC

Resistivity
/  cm

Carrier
concentration
/cm-3

% transmittance
over visible range
(390 – 700 nm)

Band
gap
/eV

700

10.5

1.3 x 1017

27-57

3.50

745

0.50

1019

22-42

3.75

22 (annealed at
950)

90.90

3.7 x 1016

65-70

4.7

200
400 (annealed
at 900 – 1000)

4.55

4.4 x 1017

30-92

3.75

152

6.7 x 1016

 70

3.48

100-120

250

not given

80-90

3.94

0.42

1018

25-60

3.75

400

1.8 x

5.4 x

Computational studies using DFT theory has been adopted to explore TCOs that
have the potential to be p-type semiconductors, including SnO.54, 55
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1.3.3 p-n junctions
The use of n-type TCOs for making conducting films is well established but to make
circuit components such as diodes, a material made of p- and n-type semiconductors
is needed; only then will invisible circuits become a real possibility.17 Therefore, the
current goal is to fabricate a transparent p-n junction which transmits visible light
and generates electricity by absorption of UV.18 n-Type and p-type semiconductors
are conducting but the interesting part of the p-n junction is the interface where
there is no conduction. However, manipulating the voltage of the two types allows
for a one-way flow of current. The electrons from the n-type region diffuse to the ptype region filling the holes and leaving behind positive charged ions (donors).
Similarly holes in the p-type region move to the n-type region leaving behind
negatively charged ions. This results in the formation of a depletion region that acts
as a barrier to the further diffusion of electrons since the negatively charged ions in
the p-type region repels electrons from the n-type region (Fig. 1.6a). To overcome
the barrier, a potential difference, called the barrier potential, is applied in order to
bias the junction. A forward bias is produced when the n-type region conduction
band is raised higher than the p-type region conduction band (Fig. 1.6b). Hence, the
electrons that have diffused across are at a higher energy level than the holes in the
p-type region. These electrons combine with the holes and continue to move along
by jumping from hole to hole. This results in a continuous forward current from
right to left across the junction.56
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Fig. 1.6. (a) p-n Junction at equilibrium (unbiased) (b) Forward bias conduction in
a p-n junction.

While n-type TCOs thin films have been well characterised, the same is not true of
their counterpart p-type films, notably because so few reports of their fabrication
are known.

Of these, the most well-known is ZnO which can exhibit p-type

conductivity when deposited under certain conditions or doped with N, Sb or As.57
However, it is not easy to manufacture and decays too rapidly to be of any use.57, 58
In contrast, SnO is a more promising p-type semiconductor which can form a p-n
junction with the n-type SnO2 thin film, with features favourable in their use as a pn diode.40, 58 Clearly, the formation of TCO p-n junctions is an area requiring further
research.
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1.4 Zinc oxide
Zinc oxide is a wide band gap (3.37 eV) n-type semiconductor. ZnO has three
possible crystal structures: hexagonal wurtzite, cubic zinc blende or cubic rock salt.
Under ambient conditions, the wurtzite structure is the most thermodynamically
stable (Fig. 1.7). The zinc blende symmetry is only stable when grown on cubic
substrates. The wurtzite structure can be transformed into the rock salt structure
under high pressures.59 However, under decompression, the rock salt does not revert
to the wurtzite structure at room temperature, only at elevated temperatures. The
4
wurtzite structure belongs to space group C6𝑣
with unit cell constants a = b = 3.249

Å and c = 5.207 Å, where α = β = 900 and γ = 1200.59, 60 Each zinc atom is surrounded
by four oxygen atoms at the corners of a tetrahedron and vice versa, adopting a
hexagonal closed pack structure. The ionic radii for Zn2+ and O2- are 0.74 Å and 1.24
Å, respectively.

Fig. 1.7. The unit cell of the wurtzite crystal structure and the wurtzite lattice of
ZnO (grey = Zn2+ and red = O2-).
The band structure calculations for ZnO have been performed by several research
groups using the local density approximation (LDA).61, 62 The valance band consists
of 6 bands between –5 to zero eV and two low energy (-20 eV) core-like states
representing O 2p and O 2s bonding states, respectively. In the conduction band,
the first two states are strongly Zn localised and correspond to empty Zn 3s levels
while the higher conduction bands are free-electron-like.
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Electrical conductivities comparable to ITO are achieved when the ZnO lattice is
doped with trivalent elements. Minami15 summarised, from the past thirty years,
resistivity values of impurity doped binary compound TCO films and found that the
minimum resistivity of impurity doped ZnO films is still decreasing whereas SnO2
and In2O3 films have essentially remained the same. Hence, ZnO is a promising
alternative to the “industry champion” ITO having the added benefit of being
inexpensive, non-toxic, and abundant.63

1.5 Tin(IV) oxide
Tin(IV) oxide (stannic oxide), SnO2, is probably the simplest of the TCOs and the
most attractive since tin is less expensive and more abundant than indium. 6
Furthermore, SnO2 is environmentally stable and has good mechanical strength.64
Most architectural glass on building windows use tin-oxide based TCOs.65 It is a wide
band gap n-type semiconductor with a direct value of 3.6 eV. The main ore of tin is
cassiterite in which the SnO2 adopts a tetragonal rutile structure with space group
14
𝐷4ℎ
(P42/mnm) (Fig. 1.8).66 The unit cell contains two tin atoms and four oxygen

atoms with lattice constants a = b = 4.737 Å and c = 3.185 Å, where α = β = γ = 900.65,
66

Each tin atom is surrounded by six oxygen atoms which are coordinated in an

octahedral manner and each oxygen atom is neighboured by three tin atoms,
essentially forming an equilateral triangle. Thus the structure has 6:3 coordination.
The ionic radii for Sn4+ and O2- are 0.69 Å and 1.24 Å, respectively.

Fig. 1.8. The crystal structure of cassiterite SnO2 (grey = Sn4+ and red = O2-).
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Stoichiometric tin(IV) oxide is in fact an insulator; it is the presence of defects in the
lattice that contributes to the electrical properties. Hence, in undoped SnO2
conductivity could arise from either oxygen vacancies, Vo, or interstitial tin atoms,
Sni, behaving as donors, as shown in (A) and (B).66
(A) SnO2  SnSn4+ + Oo2- + Vo2- + ½O2
(B) SnO2  Sni4+ + O2(g)
It has long been accepted that the transparent conductivity arises from a large
concentration of Vo due to the existence of shallow donor levels near the conduction
band.31,

67

However, in more recent years this has been questioned as vacancies

usually form deep (i.e. non-conductive) levels in the band gap. Kiliç and Zunger67
carried out first-principles calculations to investigate this concept. They found that
Sni actually plays a significant role in undoped SnO2, concluding the following
statements:


Sni produces a donor level inside the conduction band allowing instant donor
ionization and conductivity; in contrast to the outer electrons of the Vo
which produce a level inside the band gap.



Sni exists in significant quantities as it has a very low formation energy
(electrons around the Sn orbitals are weakly bound) and is stable due to the
multivalence character of tin. Furthermore, Vo become more favourable in
the presence of Sni due to the strong inter-defect interaction between them
hence explaining the resultant oxygen deficiency and hence the nonstoichiometric nature of SnO2.



A characteristic of the band structure of SnO2 is the absence of interconduction-band absorption resulting in a large internal gap in the
conduction band, eliminating optical transitions in the visible range.

Singh et al. reported that the above conclusions are unlikely and that the
incorporation of hydrogen contributes to intrinsic SnO2 conduction.68 As well as
occupying interstitial sites, hydrogen may also replace oxygen in the SnO2 lattice,
forming multicentre bonds with the three neighbouring tin atoms. Interstitial
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hydrogen has a low formation energy and is reported to be a shallow donor (Section
1.2) hence increasing the number of charge carriers.68

1.6 Optical and/or electronic applications
Optical and/or electronic applications mainly include photovoltaics (PV), flat-panel
and touch screen displays, light emitting diodes, heat mirrors and gas sensing.
Comprehensive reviews on the applications of TCOs are available.

1.6.1 Photovoltaics
In photovoltaics (PV) the TCO has the role of the front electrode or contact which
allows solar radiation to be transmitted to the absorber layer(s) below and to
conduct (extract) the electrons to the external circuit. A range of TCOs, including,
ITO, FTO and ZnO, are in current use in the production of PV depending on the cell
type, ranging from amorphous Si to copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS), CdTe,
dye-sensitized, organic and quantum-dot solar cells.69 The typical efficiencies range
from 5 to 15% although efficiencies of 20% and greater have been reported under
laboratory conditions.70 Silicon based PV are the most widely used in which the TCO
employed is ITO which apart from requiring a high deposition temperature is also
somewhat costly. The future development of PV is focusing on tuning alternative
TCOs, in terms of morphology and work function, to improve efficiency.34, 69

1.6.2 Flat panel displays
ITO is almost exclusively used as the transparent electrode in flat panel displays, in
both rigid and flexible applications.19 However, efforts are underway in using
aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO) as an alternative.71

1.6.3. Heat mirrors
Heat mirrors are thin films that are used to reflect or reduce the transmission of
infrared radiation and transmit only visible light.72 For an ideal heat mirror, the
transmittance in the visible (400-700 nm) should be 100% and reflectance 0% and
in the infrared region (>700 nm) the converse would be expected (Fig. 1.9). However,
a compromise or a trade-off is a more realistic goal in the production of thin films,
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particularly as infrared reflectance increases with increasing conductivity. However,
film thickness is correlated with free carrier concentration but as thickness increases
the transmittance decreases and if film thickness is too low the infrared reflectivity
is degraded.72 The sheet resistance of commercial heat mirrors is 8-15  -1.73
Applications include low-emissive (low-e) windows that aid temperature control
and hence energy efficiency.74 If the heat mirror is needed to gain solar energy for
heating in winter then the optimum heat mirror would transmit visible and infrared
(the plasma band onset of increased reflectance or plasma edge) at an approximate
wavelength of 2000 nm (blue line) but if all infrared is to be reflected, for cooling
applications, then the plasma edge is at an approximate wavelength of 750 nm (red
line).72 Multi-layered thin film dielectric/metal/dielectric (DMD) materials and
TCOs including ITOs have been used to produce heat mirrors. DMD materials have
mainly used Ag films sandwiched between layers of dielectrics such as TiO2, WO3
and ZnS;75, 76 DMDs have the advantage over doped TCO single layered films in
broad wavelength tunability77 but obviously lacking the conductivity sought after in
TCOs. Layered TCO films such as TiO2/ITO have optical properties more suited to
heat mirrors; layering increased the reflectance by 45 % and the sheet resistance
was about 20  -1.73

Fig. 1.9. Normalised spectra for the radiation from the Sun with a blackbody
temperature of 58o0 K and for the radiation emitted by a black absorber heated to
750 K. Also shown are the spectra for the idealised low emissivity heat mirror (blue
line) and solar control coating (red line); adapted from Fan and Bachner.1
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1.6.4 Gas sensors
Gas sensing technologies can be broadly classified into electrochemical, optical and
chemoresistive.60 While optical sensing TCOs has received some interest, the
affordability and simplicity in manufacture, have accounted for the widespread use
of chemoresistive TCO based sensors.78 The TCO gas sensor works on the principle
that a measurable change in the resistivity or electrical conductivity occurs on
exposure of the thin film to a target gas which acts as either a donor or an acceptor
of electrons. The most common solid state metal oxide gas sensors are based on the
materials: SnO2, TiO2, Cr2O3 and WO3 with sensitivities as low as ppm and even ppb
for some gases. The limitations of using TCOs in gas sensing is the lack of specificity
which is particularly troublesome when encountering a mixture of gases which
contain oxidising and reducing species, and prolonged response times and the
return of the signal to the base line. Added to this, the best performance is usually
achieved at elevated temperatures (300-500 oC) which is not ideal for most
situations.
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1.7 Thin film deposition routes
A variety of methods have been used to deposit thin films based on wet chemical79,
80

, physical vapour deposition (PVD)81, 82 and chemical vapour deposition (CVD)12

(Fig. 1.10).

Fig. 1.10. The main methods of wet chemical, and physical and chemical vapour
deposition of thin films. DC, direct current; RF, radio frequency; AP, atmospheric
pressure; LP, low pressure; AA, aerosol assisted; PE, plasma enhanced; MO, metal
organic; AL, atomic layer.

1.7.1 Wet chemical
Wet chemical routes to film deposition generally involve the desired material
species to be dispersed in a liquid medium via the reaction of the precursors. The
most common wet chemical deposition methods are spray and sol-gel deposition.

1.7.1.1 Spray pyrolysis
Spray pyrolysis deposits thin films by spraying a solution onto a heated substrate,
generating droplets, which in turn thermally decompose. It is important that the
chosen chemical reactants produce by-products that are volatile at the temperature
needed for the deposition of the desired film.79 Hence, the film properties, such as
film crystallinity and morphology, are strongly influenced by the choice of starting
materials. Atomisation is achieved by applying pressure, by using a nebuliser,
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ultrasonic or electrostatic methods. The growth kinetics, and in turn the quality of
the film, depend on which method is used as all of them have different effects on
the droplet size distribution and velocity, and the rate of atomisation.83 Viguié and
Spitz2 classified chemical spray deposition processes according to the type of
reaction as a function of temperature (Fig 1.11). They are as follows:


Process 1: a droplet lands on the heated substrate; solvent evaporates leaving
behind a solid, which decomposes.



Process 2: the solvent evaporates before the droplet reaches the surface; solid
impinges upon the surface where decomposition occurs.



Process 3: the solvent vaporises as the droplet approaches the substrate; the
solid then melts and vaporises. Vapour diffuses to the substrate to undergo
a heterogeneous reaction (they refer to this process as true CVD).



Process 4: the entire reaction takes place in the vapour state.

Most spray pyrolysis depositions are type 1 or 2.79

Fig. 1.11. Description of the chemical spray deposition processes as a function of
increasing substrate temperature. Adapted from Viguié and Spitz.2
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1.7.1.2 Sol-gel
Sol-gel usually involves the reaction of chemical precursors to form a colloidal
solution (sol), which agglomerates together to form a continuous network (gel) of
the desired material for film deposition.80 The sol can spread over a substrate by
different techniques. The chemical precursors that make up the sol have a decisive
role in which deposition method is ideal, having a direct influence on film properties
including structural, optical and mechanical properties.83 The two most common
techniques are:


Dip-coating: a clean substrate is dipped into a precursor solution and then
removed at a particular speed under controlled temperature and
atmospheric conditions. Films deposited via this method are usually X-ray
amorphous and require an annealing step to achieve crystallisation.



Spin-coating: the precursor solution is dropped onto a flat substrate. The
substrate is then rotated at high speed allowing the solution to spread across
the surface, covering the substrate. Airflow removes the solvent leaving
behind a dry solid layer.

Both these processes are sensitive to environmental conditions i.e. temperature and
humidity.

1.7.2 Physical vapour deposition
Physical vapour deposition (PVD) is essentially a vaporisation coating technique
(also referred to as a ‘line of sight’ method) whereby the solid material is first
vaporised by evaporation or sublimation before transporting, under vacuum, into a
chamber where it then deposits onto the substrate without chemically changing
although reactions may occur with other gases present.11 In most applications, the
main coating is usually the precursor solid. The aim is to produce a thin coating
which has additional properties such as reduced friction, improved stability, etc.
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However, the method requires expensive high vacuum equipment. PVD uses
physical processes such as heating or sputtering (Fig. 1.12):


Evaporative deposition: involves heating the precursor by electrical
resistance (thermal) or electron bombardment (E-beam). The material
vapour then condenses onto the substrate to form a solid layer. The vapours
used in thermal evaporation are directional therefore leading to poor
coverage. Rate of growth can be monitored in situ using a number of
methods including mass spectroscopy, electron induced emission
spectroscopy and glow-discharge optical spectroscopy.84 Defect-free thin
films are achieved via molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), an evaporative process
carried out under ultrahigh vacuum.



Sputtering: uses a plasma as the form of energy to vaporise the desired
material for subsequent deposition. The power supply is usually DC for
conductive materials or RF for insulators. DC magnetron sputtering uses a
closed magnetic field to trap electrons which allows a plasma to be generated
at lower pressures which can help reduce costs. The rate of sputtering
depends directly on the flux of ions hitting the target, which is itself related
to the density of ions in the gas. Therefore, the rate of sputtering increases
with increasing the density of ions.84 DC sputtering is used to produce ITO
– one of the most widely used TCO material.85

Fig. 1.12. Simplified schematic of the PVD processes showing only the major parts
of: (a) evaporative and (b) sputtering.
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1.7.3 Chemical vapour deposition
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) involves the formation of a thin solid film on a
substrate material by a chemical reaction of vapour-phase precursors.86 One of the
most widely used commercial TCO, FTO, is deposited via this method with a sheet
resistance in the range 7-15 Ω -1 (Pilkington NSG).87 In CVD, there is the
requirement that the precursors are volatile and thermally stable in order to be
converted into the gaseous state. CVD requires the delivery of precursors in the gas
phase, the transportation of the precursor gas stream to the substrate and the
application of energy to cause a reaction. The key steps in a CVD process are (Fig.
1.13):
1.

Precursors, in the gas phase, are transported into the deposition chamber
using a carrier gas (or a pressure gradient if it is low pressure CVD (LPCVD));

2. Adsorption takes place on the hot surface – a physisorption process;
3. Decomposition reaction of the precursor;
4. Diffusion of atoms across the surface until they reach a strong binding site
(chemisorption);
5. Nucleation and film growth;
6. Desorption of the unwanted organic molecules from the surface;
7. Transportation of the waste material to the exhaust.

Fig. 1.13. A schematic showing the key stages of the CVD process.
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Reactions can be promoted or initiated leading to variations in the method. Six main
methods utilising CVD have been identified from the literature (Fig. 1.10), each
categorised based on parameters, such as source gases and deposition conditions
(temperature and pressure). Conventional CVD uses thermal energy to activate
chemical reactions as in atmospheric pressure (AP) and low pressure (LP) CVD.
APCVD proceeds via a diffusion-limited surface reaction where the rate is
determined by the diffusion of the gaseous molecules to the substrate surface which
can result in non-uniformities due to variation in gas flow rates. In contrast, LPCVD
is a surface reaction limited regime such that although the reactants maybe present
in sufficient amounts the rate of surface reactions is limited by temperature and/or
availability of surface.
Alternative energy sources such as plasma and light can be used to activate the
reactions. Plasma Enhanced (PE) CVD uses electrical energy to produce a glow
discharge or plasma that when transferred to the gaseous reactants forms ionised
species or radicals which react more readily at a lower activation energy. PECVD has
a distinct advantage of allowing reactions to take place at lower temperatures than
thermal CVD methods permitting the use of temperature sensitive substrates to be
used, although film quality and stoichiometry can be compromised.
Metal-organic CVD utilises metal organic rather than inorganic precursors used
typically in conventional CVD, which contain a direct metal-carbon bond (sigma or
pi). However, in more recent years, the definition of MOCVD has broadened to
include precursors containing metal-oxygen or metal-nitrogen bonds, and even
metal hydrides.86 The organic based precursors are more labile which allows the
reactions to take place at relatively lower temperatures.88
Atomic layer CVD (ALD) (also known as atomic layer epitaxy (ALE)) proceeds by
alternating self-limiting surface reactions called ‘half-reactions’. Pulses of precursors
are transported into the reaction chamber under vacuum intermitted with periods
of purging with inert gas or vacuum to limit further reactions. The process usually
produces a monolayer at the surface and repeated cycles build up to the desired
thickness.89
Aerosol assisted CVD (AACVD) improved upon the conventional use of heated
bubblers in CVD which relied on the evaporation of the precursor by bubbling in a
carrier gas.86 Instead, AACVD generates an aerosol of a solution of the precursors
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that is transported with the aid of inert or reactive carrier gas.14 The main advantage
of this method is that the precursors do not have to be volatile but only soluble in
any solvent that can be aerosolised.14
Other than the pressure, the form of energy supplied to initiate the chemical
reaction and the method used to introduce the precursor into the gas phase, other
parameters of importance differentiating the methods include the number of
precursors required (single source or dual-/multi-source system) and the type of
reactor (hot or cold walled).
Consistency in film thickness and conformity, high deposition rates and control of
crystal structure makes CVD the preferred process over PVD for large scale
applications.12 The advantages and disadvantages of wet chemical, PVD and CVD are
summarised in Table 1.4.
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Table 1.4. The important advantages and disadvantages of wet chemical,9 PVD10
and CVD11, 12.




Wet
Chemical

Advantages
Low cost and non-vacuum
technique;
Easy control of composition;
Produce multi-component
materials of high purity;
Depositions at moderate
temperatures (100-500oC);










 A wide range of substrates can
be coated;
 Coatings are hard;
 Can generate highly crystalline
defect-free thin films (MBE);

 Requires a line-of-sight between
source and substrate; the film
will not deposit consistently on
any surface that isn’t;
 Low deposition rates;
 A high vacuum is required;
 Relatively higher costs as well as
use of complex machines
requiring skilled operators;
 Poor adhesion – atoms are not
always firmly chemically bound
to the substrate;

 Films are conformal – the
thickness of film is consistent
and will follow the contours of
the substrate;
 a wide variety of materials can
be deposited with very high
purity;
 High deposition rates with good
reproducibility;
 A high vacuum is usually not
needed;
 Can use precursors that are
difficult to evaporate;

 Precursors need to be volatile
and thermally stable which
reduce the variety of potential
precursors and hence can
increase the cost;
 Precursors can be highly toxic,
explosive or corrosive;
 By-products can be hazardous;
 Films are deposited at relatively
high temperatures which
restricts the types of substrates
used;
 The heating process can put
stress on the films deposited
leading to mechanical
instabilities.

PVD

CVD
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Disadvantages
Possible oxidation of precursors;
Large amounts of solvent
needed;
Difficulty in controlling particle
size and size distribution;
Large volume shrinkage of the
film during drying;
Difficulty with growth
temperature determination;
Spray nozzle may become
cluttered;
Film quality may depend on
droplet size and spray nozzle;
High precursor costs;

1.7.3.1 Precursor requirements for CVD
The key step in a CVD process is the thermal decomposition of a precursor for film
formation, and ideally the ligands associated with the precursor are cleanly lost into
the gas phase.86 It is important to note that the ligands can also fragment and lead
to unwanted impurities in the film and therefore it is a good idea to do some studies
on the precursor decomposition mechanism using techniques such as gas
chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR), and thermogravitational analysis (TGA).86 When selecting
suitable precursors, it is important to keep in mind the following factors:


Precursor purity:

precursors with high level of purity will prevent

contamination of the thin film;


Precursor reactivity: the precursor needs to react on the substrate surface but
not be too reactive that it will react in the vapour phase during film
deposition. In liquid injection systems, thermal stability is an important
parameter as precursors may decompose in the heated evaporators leading
to flow blockage and contamination;



Volatility: It is a CVD requirement for a precursor to be volatile (unless it is
AACVD) at a temperature well below that of its decomposition. Lowering
the pressure inside the reaction chamber (as with LPCVD) compensates for
lower volatility potentially at the cost of a reduction in the growth rate;



Stability in air: precursors are easier to handle and store without the need for
specialist equipment and storage, respectively;



Toxicity: low toxicity is favoured, avoiding the need for special procedures
during deposition and specialist storage;



Synthesis: the number of synthetic steps should be kept to a minimum and
produce at least a few grams of product at a time. The synthesis should easily
be able to be scaled up without major problems;
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Environment and cost: precursors and waste materials should have minimal
toxicity and the cost of the precursors and disposable of waste should ideally
allow the production of economically viable films.

1.7.3.2 Thin film growth and morphology
Films produced via CVD exist in one of three structural forms: amorphous, epitaxial
(single layer or single crystalline) and polycrystalline.12,

86

The type produced

depends on surface diffusion and nucleation during deposition, which in turn are
determined by the deposition conditions.
Amorphous means that the crystallisation is completely absent and is generally
obtained at low temperatures where there is a high number of adatoms (adsorbed
atoms) with low mobility thus preventing nucleation (slow surface diffusion)
resulting in the formation of a film consisting of unorientated grains. The lack of
grain boundaries makes amorphous films ideal for use in applications such as
transistors.90 Epitaxial films are single layer crystalline films which have lattice
spacing that matches that of the substrate. Therefore, for this type of growth it is
vital that the substrate is free from defects and contamination. The epitaxial film can
be homoepitaxy where the substrate and film are made of the same material or
heteroepitaxy where the substrate and film materials are different. In both cases, the
single crystalline structure is obtained as a consequence of high temperatures and
low growth rates permitting faster surface diffusion resulting in nucleation provided
that the surface energy of the interface is lower for the epitaxial orientation than for
other orientations. The high temperature as well as a low pressure also facilitates the
desorption of impurities.

Epitaxial films are favoured for semiconductor and

superconductor applications.91 Polycrystalline films are usually produced at
intermediate temperatures and growth rates between those used for amorphous and
epitaxial films. The polycrystalline nature of films arises from nucleation of isolated
crystals taking place at different sites on the surface that coalesce to form a
polycrystalline layer; crystallinity being a function of temperature.
There are three classical growth modes: Frank-van der Merwe (FV: 2-D layer-by layer
growth), Volmer-Weber (VW: 3-D island growth) and Stranski-Krastonov (SK) (Fig.
1.14). In FV growth, a new layer is nucleated only after the completion of the layer
below hence two-dimensional. This happens because the adatoms are more strongly
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bound to the substrate rather than each other, hindering the formation of clusters.
Diffusion is generally fast and film coverage is atomically smooth and conformal to
the substrate. This type of growth usually forms the most crystalline films. In VW
growth, the adatom-adatom interaction is stronger than the interaction between the
adatom and the surface resulting in cluster or island formation hence threedimensional. The islands grow and eventually coalesce to form a continuous film.
Diffusion is generally slow and films are rough. SK growth is a combination of FV
and VW growth mechanisms. Initially film growth occurs via layer-by-layer, which
in turn is followed by island growth. The transition between the growth modes is
dependent on the chemical and physical properties of the substrate and film.

Fig. 1.14. Thin film growth modes: FV, Frank-van der Merwe; VW, Volmer-Weber;
SK, Stranski-Krastonov.

The thickness of layers deposited by CVD can vary from single atomic layers (as in
ALD) to greater than 100 μm depending on the application of the film.86 Layer
thickness is dependent on the CVD technique and the deposition conditions used.
Generally, thick films are a consequence of high growth rates resulting from high
temperatures and pressures. Thin films are obtained from low growth rates. The
density of the films is also an important parameter for film application. It measures
the quality and the potential functionality of the film; the denser the film the better
film quality. Film density tends to increase with growth temperature or by annealing
the film at high temperatures. Low-density films suffer from high levels of impurities
in the crystal lattice and porosity possibly due to the incomplete decomposition of
the precursor, a common trait observed in films deposited at low temperatures. The
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refractive index can give an indication of how dense a film is, denser films tend have
a higher refractive index.86 To have any commercial use, CVD layers must adhere
well to the substrate but what influences the extent of adherence is not well
understood. It is thought that having a clean and impurity free surface helps
adherence as this can influence the growth mode and the amount of nucleation sites
for the depositing material. The presence of impurities can lead to a discontinuous
loosely bound layer.
Adherence can also be negatively affected by the process of decomposition and
cluster formation occurring in the homogeneous gas phase resulting in the snow
down of particles onto the growing film. This can lead to loosely adhered films and
defects. This phenomenon can happen if the solvent evaporates too quickly leaving
behind solid particles of the precursor in the aerosol. Cluster formation can also
take place due to the thermophoretic force imposed on particles in the gas-phase.
The larger clusters are thus repelled from the hotter surface, as they cannot diffuse
through the thermal boundary layer, and are attracted to the cooler top surface. In
general, films which are powdered or have low adherence are not desired but such
films can sometimes be made adherent by annealing which also tends to form more
crystalline films.92

1.7.3.3 Fluid dynamics
The flow of gas molecules through a tube is influenced by the nature of collisions
that occur between the molecules. The two extremes are: molecules move around
without colliding or they collide. The nature of gas flow can be characterised using
dimensionless parameters. One such parameter is the Knudsen’s number, Kn, a ratio
of the mean free path of intermolecular collisions, λ, and the tube diameter, L, of
channel in which the gas is flowing, according to equation 1.6.

𝐾𝑛 =
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𝜆
𝐿

(Eq. 1.6)

The Knudsen’s number depends on the nature of the gas. Three scenarios are
commonly considered when interpreting the Knudsen’s number:


Kn < 0.01: viscous (or continuum) flow – the gas flow is determined by gasgas collisions. The molecules undergo many collisions among themselves
before they travel any distance in the tube. The gas transports energy,
momentum and heat by random diffusion. The flow of gas is smooth and
orderly due to the molecules dragging each along by intermolecular
frictional forces and maximum velocity is achieved in the centre of the tube
with zero velocity at the walls. Low flow rates result in laminar flow (desired;
low Reynolds number) whereas high flow rates result in turbulent flow
(avoided). The viscous nature of the flow requires a greater vacuum or higher
pressures to move the molecules.



Kn > 1: molecular flow – the gas molecules rarely collide with each other so
the gas flow can be considered collision-less flow. However, whilst the
molecules may not collide with each other they do collide with the wall of
the tube. The gas molecules can flow in any direction including returning
back to the inlet although the overall flow is a result of the restrictions
imposed by the walls. Hence, this system can operate at low pressures.



0.01 > Kn > 1: transition flow – the molecules do not reflect off from the wall
but instead momentarily reside at the wall before randomly entering the gas
flow.

At room temperature, the transition from viscous to molecular flow occurs roughly
at a pressure of 10-3 torr (mean free path  5 cm). Many CVD reactors are operated
with Kn > 1 and hence do so without a carrier gas whilst other systems that use a
carrier gas or high vapour pressure precursors have a Kn < 0.01.3 For Kn < 0.01
(viscous flow), the gas velocity and temperature, and reactant concentration vary
with position in a hot-wall tubular flow reactor (Fig. 1.15).3
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Fig. 1.15. Boundary layer profiles along a hot-walled tubular reactor. (a) Velocity
profile (length of arrows represents Vz); (b) Temperature profile (arrows indicate
magnitude of temperature at a given location); (c) Reactant concentration profile
(lengths of arrows indicate reactant concentration). r, radial direction; z, direction
of flow.3

The velocity profile (Fig. 1.15a) can change with the direction of flow (z) in the
reactor. Due to the viscosity of the gas, gas closest to the reactor walls as it enters
sticks to the surface (non-slip conditions). Gas close to the centre of the reactor
moves at a velocity governed by the decrease in pressure through the reactor. A
velocity gradient (or velocity boundary layer) forms where the velocity at the walls
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changes from zero to the velocity of the free stream (velocity varies in radial
direction, r). The distance from the reactor entrance to this constant velocity is
referred to as the ‘entrance length’ which varies depending on the gas viscosity, gas
flow rate and the reactor diameter. After the entrance length, the profile becomes
parabolic and the velocity no longer changes along the reactor.3
When the gas enters the hot-walled reactor a thermal boundary layer can also be
formed (Fig. 1.15b). As soon as the gas enters the reactor, the gas close to the walls
heat up but not enough time has passed for the gas further away from the wall to
heat up. Moving down the reactor, more and more of the gas becomes heated due
to the heat transferred from the hot surfaces and the thermal conductivity of the
gas. This results in the formation of a thermal boundary layer – variation in the
temperature of the gas at the wall and middle of the reactor. The distance from the
reactor entrance to when the gas reaches a constant temperature is called the
‘thermal entrance length’ which depends on the gas flow rate, gas thermal
conductivity and the reactor diameter.3
A reactant concentration profile (Fig. 1.15c) shows the depletion of reactants over
time. Reactants at the reactor walls are converted into products first. The reaction
concentration is close to zero at the reactor wall if the chemical reaction is fast and
transport of reactants from centre to the wall is slow. As the gas flows further down
the reactor, more and more of the reactant is turned into product at the heated
surface. The concentration boundary layer thickness increases with distance along
the reactor. However, a concentration boundary layer does not exists under all
conditions, even if it is the viscous flow regime. For example, if reactants move
rapidly in the radial direction to the surface but the rate of reaction at the walls is
slow then no boundary layer exists. The distance it takes for all the reactants to be
used up in a rapid reaction (diffusion-limited surface reaction) depends on gas flow
rate, reactant/carrier gas diffusion coefficient and the reactor diameter. For
sufficient long reactors, all reactant is consumed.3
The above is described for hot-walled reactors but the same concepts also apply to
cold-walled reactors with other geometries (e.g., horizontal or vertical). The only
changes are the shapes in the profiles (Fig. 1.16).
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Fig. 1.16. The reactant concentration, velocity and temperature profiles for a cold
walled reactor with a heated substrate. The inlet gas has reactant concentration
(C0), velocity (V0) and temperature (T0).3

A second dimensionless parameter is the Reynold’s number, Re, which can be given
as:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑈𝜌𝐿
𝜂

(Eq. 1.7)

where U is the gas stream velocity, ρ is the density of the gas, L is the diameter of
the tube and η is the viscosity of the gas. Therefore, the Reynold’s number is a
measure of the relative quantity of gas flowing in a pipe. Uρ gives the bulk velocity,
U∞, so
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑈∞𝐿
𝜂

(Eq. 1.8)

The bulk velocity, U∞, is estimated from the mass flow rate of the carrier gas since
the flow rate of the carrier gas is several magnitudes higher than that of the
precursor. Typically, the Reynold’s number is low (Re < 100) in CVD indicating
laminar flow as a consequence of low precursor flow rates. The transition to
turbulent flow only occurs when the Reynold’s number exceeds 2100. Turbulent flow
is not ideal for film growth via CVD as the precursor can become trapped within the
flow resulting in localised high concentrations which can decompose and form
clusters in the homogeneous gas phase.
The characterisation of fluid flow can be investigated using other dimensionless
parameters such as Prandtl, Schmidt, Grashof, Peclet and Damkohler.12
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1.7.3.4 Reaction kinetics
Film growth rates via CVD are highly influenced by the substrate temperature,
pressure of the reactor and the composition and chemistry of the gas phase.12, 86 CVD
is a non-equilibrium process hence the gas phase precursors react irreversibly on the
surface. The kinetics is controlled by the mass transport of these precursors to the
substrate. In general, the CVD process involves four key steps: (1) introduction of
precursor; (2) precursor transported to the substrate surface; (3) surface reaction
and (4) desorption. The slowest step determines the rate-limiting step of the overall
process.12

Fig. 1.17. Growth rate of CVD films as a function of temperature.

Three apparent growth modes are shown in Fig. 1.17 as a function of temperature. At
low growth temperatures, the film growth rate is determined by the chemical
kinetics in the gas phase or at the substrate surface. This region is referred to as
surface reaction limited (or kinetic growth control) and growth rates increase in an
exponential, which can be described by the Arrhenius equation:
𝐸𝐴

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐴𝑒 −𝑅𝑇

(Eq. 1.9)

where A is a constant, EA is the activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the
deposition temperature. As the growth rate is determined from chemical kinetics,
so as long as the temperature remains constant over the whole substrate, uniform
film thickness can be achieved.86 As the temperature increases, growth rate depends
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weakly on temperature but is now controlled by the mass transport of precursors.
The region is referred to as mass transport limited (or diffusion controlled growth).
This is the favoured mode for systems that suffer from uniform substrate heating
e.g. cold-walled reactors. As temperature is further increased, the growth rate
decreases as a result of increased desorption rate and depletion of reactants on the
reactor walls (reaction concentration limited). Gas-phase reactions become more
dominant with increasing temperature, which can lead to unfavourable particle
formation rather than desired film formation, hence depleting reactant
concentration in the gas phase and can also in turn reduce the rate of reaction.3, 86
When precursors are delivered in an aerosol (i.e. aerosol assisted CVD) at high
temperatures, the system suffers from thermophoresis resulting in a reduced growth
rate. The deposition rate for AACVD is limited by the rate of vaporisation of the
precursor from the aerosol particles.3
The pressure of the CVD reactor determines the importance of each mode. A
decrease in pressure results in a decrease in gas-phase reactions; with pressures less
than 1 torr resulting in film growth controlled by surface reactions. At very low
pressures (e.g., <10-4 torr) mass transport growth is completely absent and film
growth is controlled by the temperature of the gas and substrate and by the
desorption of precursor fragments from the growth surface.86
There is also a possible dependence of the reactant concentration when gas-phase
particle formation occurs on deposition rates. Generally, deposition rate increases
with reactant concentration. However, once critical conditions (e.g., reactant
concentration or temperature) are reached gas-phase reactions can take place,
resulting in particle formation and reactant depletion, which in turn reduces the
deposition rate.3

1.7.3.5 Aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition
Aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) deviates from conventional
CVD in the manner by which the precursor is transported to the deposition substrate
(Fig. 1.18). AACVD generates the aerosol by atomising the solution of the chemical
precursors, using a well of a nebulizer, into liquid droplets (the aerosol) instead of
relying, as in conventional CVD, on evaporation when the carrier gas passes through
the liquid in a heated bubbler. The aerosol is then transported into the deposition
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chamber by the carrier gas. The main advantage of this method is that the precursors
do not have to be volatile but only that they must be soluble in any solvent used to
generate the aerosol.14 In fact existing precursors used in CVD can be utilised to great
effect including the production of multicomponent materials from single source
precursors.12, 82 Other advantages include the use of thermally unstable precursors
widening the choice of precursors, the simplification of the delivery and vaporisation
of the precursor and the operation of the reaction system at low or atmospheric
pressures (hence no need for a sophisticated reactor or vacuum system).12, 14 The
outcome is a low-cost method for the production of thin films.

Fig. 1.18. Schematic of an AACVD rig. The precursor solution consists of either an
organic solvent or water. The aerosol is generated at room temperature using
ultrasound in the humidifier. The carrier gas forces the aerosol droplets into the
mixing chamber. Deposition is achieved by heating the horizontal bed to the desired
temperature and then allowing the precursor mixture to enter until all of it is used
up. This can be typically 20 to 90 minutes depending on the initial amount of solvent
used and the required film thickness. The film is cooled under a lower flow rate of
the carrier gas.

AACVD has also been referred to as spray pyrolysis but as already described the two
methods differ significantly in the transport and reaction of the precursor. In spray
pyrolysis the precursor decomposes from the liquid phase on the substrate whereas
in AACVD the reactions take place in the gas phase.4
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Aerosols can be produced using pneumatic spray nozzles (nebuliser) or humidifier
units.93 Pneumatic spray nozzles involve spraying liquid into the reactor with high
velocity gas. The liquid atomises and the aerosol droplets move towards the heated
substrate. However, in AACVD, a piezoelectric ultrasonic humidifier operated at a
specific frequency to generate aerosols is favoured when nanostructured films are
desired. This is because the aerosol produced have a narrow size distribution which
leads to better aerosol uniformity and in turn coating quality.93 The mechanism of
atomisation is not clearly understood. Proposed hypotheses have been based on
capillary waves or cavitation, or a combination of the two.94 Atomization or droplet
formation achieved by capillary waves involves the inducement of standing waves
created by the vibrating surface on which the liquid in the bubbler sits at ultrasonic
frequencies. These standing waves are called capillary waves which continue to gain
energy from the sound waves. Eventually, as their amplitude grows, droplets start
to form at the apex which break away forming the aerosol. In the cavitation
hypothesis, a gas bubble forms driven by ultrasonic frequencies. These gas bubbles
grow during the compression and rarefaction phases of the ultrasonic waves and
accumulate energy. Under certain conditions the bubble will implode resulting in
hydraulic shocks which lead to the formation of free droplets.
As mentioned above, the droplet size, distribution and production rate can be
influenced by the method used to generate the aerosol which in turn can affect the
nature and composition of the film.12 The droplet diameter, d, of the aerosol can be
determined by Lang’s equation:
1

8𝜋𝜎 3

𝑑 = 0.34 (𝜌𝐹2 )

(Eq. 1.10)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient of the liquid, ρ is the density of the liquid
and F is the sound frequency of the humidifier.95 Simulations, using water, have
found that the variation in droplet size generally follows that of a normal
distribution.93, 96 It must be stressed that the droplet size estimated from equation
1.10 only applies to the aerosol generated in the bubbler. The droplets can change
size during their transportation to the reactor due to the increase in temperature
experienced by the aerosol.4
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The mechanism for film deposition via AACVD has not been modelled
mathematically. Three possible qualitative scenarios have been proposed which
may not necessarily be mutually exclusive which complicates our understanding
further (Fig. 1.19).

Fig. 1.19. Possible scenarios for the mechanism of aerosol reaction in a AACVD
reactor. (1) complete evaporation; (2) incomplete evaporation; (3) complete
evaporation and particle formation. Three precursors, A, B and C, are used to
illustrate the versatility of AACVD in delivering multiple precursors simultaneously
via single- or multi-source precursors and/or single or dual bubbler systems (to
allow different solvents to be employed).4
In the first and simplest scenario (Fig. 1.19(1)) the solvent completely evaporates and
the precursor molecules adsorb and decompose on the substrate. This type of
decomposition is termed ‘heterogeneous’.97 In the second scenario (Fig. 1.19(2)),
incomplete evaporation take place leading to gas-phase and liquid-phase reactions
on the substrate surface. When using an organic solvent, the liquid-phase reactions
could account for the presence of carbon contamination that is occasionally
observed in the deposited film. The final scenario (Fig. 1.19(3)) involves the complete
evaporation of the solvent and the gas-phase reaction of A, B and C to form products
D, E and F which can then react or deposit onto the substrate, or react further in the
gas phase to form particles that eventually snow down onto the film. The
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decomposition taking place in the gas-phase only is termed ‘homogeneous’. The
nature of the decomposition process, heterogeneous or homogenous, is considered
to have a bearing on the morphology of the films, for example, a rough and granular
film surface is attributed to homogeneous deposition.97 Additional complications
arise when the precursors have different vapour pressures, different rates of reaction
in the gas phase or at the substrate surface.

1.8 Aims
Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are an essential component in modern
technology. They exhibit both optical transparency and electrical conductivity and
as such they are used as transparent electrodes. One of the major challenges in the
area is the need to find alternatives to the expensive tin doped indium oxide (ITO)
– the champion TCO. Doped ZnO and SnO2 are suitable candidates but the focus in
literature has been to single dope these metal oxides with either a cation or anion
such as Al, Ga and Sb or F and Cl, respectively to enhance conductivity. Here, the
aim is to use a co-doping method using both cationic and anionic dopants together
in an effort to increase the carrier concentration and obtain competitive
conductivities for both ZnO and SnO2 based thin films. Co-doping has not been
widely investigated in literature due to processing limitations during synthesis.
The films will be deposited via a novel route using aerosol assisted chemical vapour
deposition (AACVD), a simple, low-cost and reliable technique for depositing high
quality thin films. Two of the attractive features of AACVD are its versatility in
allowing the use of precursors that are not suitable to be used in other CVD methods
and the facility to use multiple precursors simultaneously within one system.
All films will be tested for their optoelectronic properties using UV/Vis/Near IR
spectroscopy and Hall effect measurements. The novel co-doped films produced in
this study will be tested against singly cation and/or anion doped counterparts to
show that significant enhancements can be made. It is important to note, the use of
the TCOs produced from this work as electrodes in devices is beyond the scope of
this study. This thesis sets out the preliminary development of co-doped thin films
via AACVD.
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2
Experimental and characterisation
methods
This chapter describes the deposition technique used to deposit the thin films as
well as giving some background information on the analytical methods used for film
characterisation. For a solid to be thoroughly characterised the following
information needs to be collected:86


Crystal structure: unit cell, cell dimensions and coordinates of the atoms
present;



Crystal defects: their presence, nature, number and distribution;



Crystallinity: the number, size, shape and distribution of the particles;



Surface structure: includes inhomogeneities, absorbed surface layers or
structural differences between surface and interior.

However, no single technique can give all this information hence a combination of
techniques are used. There are three main optical techniques to characterise solids:
diffraction, microscopic and spectroscopic. As well as these, thermal analysis and
physical property measurements can also be employed to further characterise the
films. The techniques used to analyse the thin films are described below.

2.1 Aerosol assisted CVD set-up
The schematic diagram of an AACVD rig set-up is shown in Fig.1.18. This was a coldwalled reactor consisting of an open-ended quartz tube caped at both ends with
stainless steel plates. The steel plates support the upper plate which was placed
about 5 mm above the glass bottom plate. The glass substrate was heated in the rig
on top of a graphite heating block containing a Whatman® cartridge heater. The
substrate temperature was controlled and monitored using a Pt-Rh thermocouple.
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The inlet steel plate was attached to a brass baffle which directed the flow of the
aerosol in the carrier gas into the chamber and together with the top plate ensured
a laminar gas flow. Any unreacted chemicals and reaction by-products leave via the
exhaust in the outlet end steel plate. The glass substrate consisted of SiO2 barrier
coated float-glass (Pilkington Ltd).98 The coating prevents the ions from within the
glass to diffuse to the surface.

This ensures that the deposited film is not

contaminated with metals such as sodium and calcium. The glass substrate was first
cleaned with detergent and water, followed by propan-2-ol, propanone, and then air
dried. The aerosol of the precursor solution was generated by bubbling nitrogen gas
or air (99.9%; supplied by BOC) through the solution held in a bubbler (Drechsel
bottle). The aerosol was generated using a Vicks® ultrasonic humidifier.
The deposition process was started by heating the bottom substrate to the desired
temperature under a low flow rate of nitrogen gas or air, monitored and controlled
using a flow rate meter. The aerosol was then diverted through into the reactor at a
fixed flow rate and the time allowed for the deposition varied according to the
solvent used. Once the precursor solution was completely used up, only the carrier
gas, at a reduced flow rate, was passed into the chamber. The gas was turned off
when the bottom plate had cooled to ~70 oC and then the coated substrate was
removed for analysis.
When more than one precursor solution was used a two-pot system was employed
which involved aerosols mixing in a Y-junction before entering the deposition
chamber (Fig. 2.1).
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic of a dual-source AACVD rig.

2.2 Film analysis
2.2.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
XRD is mainly used for the fingerprint characterisation of crystalline materials and
structure determination. Unlike spectroscopic methods, which absorb radiation of
certain wavelengths, diffraction employs radiation with a single wavelength i.e.,
monochromatic radiation.99 X-rays are produced when a beam of electrons are
accelerated towards a metal target causing an inner electron from the metal to be
ejected and an outer electron drops to fill the vacancy that is created. The X-rays
interact with matter that are scattered in different directions and the radiation is
collected by a detector to produce a characteristic X-ray pattern. The brighter the
radiations the more intense the peaks on the pattern which is a result of constructive
interference (Fig 2.2). This was explained by W. L. Bragg in 1912 when he found that
some X-rays diffract from the atoms at the surface whereas others penetrate through
the crystal. The penetrating X-ray travels to the next layer of atoms, diffracts and
travels back the same distance before reaching the surface again; hence this X-ray
travels further than that diffracted off the surface. The difference in distance, d,
depends on the spacing between the two planes and the angle, , of incidence. For
the two rays to combine they must be in-phase (constructive interference) with each
other i.e., their path difference (2dsin) must be a whole number of wavelengths
(n).99
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This is Bragg’s Law:
n = 2dsin

(Eq. 2.1)

Bragg’s equation correctly predict that a diffracted X-ray will be observed only at
certain angles of incidence. Penetrating rays that do not obey Bragg’s Law will be
partly or completely out of phase (destructive interference) and hence will show
faint/broad peaks or be absent completely from the X-ray diffraction pattern,
respectively. The broadness of a peak is usually taken as the peak width. The peak
width is described as the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the peak. The unit
cell parameters are calculated from the position of a diffracted peak and the intensity
of a diffracted peak informs about the atomic positions.

Fig. 2.2. The generation of constructive interference following the interaction of a
crystallite with incoming X-rays.
The measurement of reflection intensities was pioneered by Rietveld and reported
in 1969.100 The Rietveld method uses a least squares approach to refine user-selected
parameters to minimise the difference between high quality observed data and a
calculated pattern, based on a theoretical crystal structure. The Le bail refinement
method extends the Rietveld method of obtaining reflection intensities from powder
diffraction data to situations without an initial structural model.101 In the Le Bail
method an iterative approach, using the intensity values obtained from the previous
least squares cycle, is used to observe the reflection intensities which are at first set
arbitrarily to equal values. The unit cell and approximate space group must be
predetermined as they are included as part of the fitting technique. The Le Bail was
fitted to the powder diffraction data using the general structure analysis system
(GSAS) and experiment graphical user interface (EXPGUI) suite.
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The lattice parameters are used to determine the crystal structure and hence the
type of Bravais lattice (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. The crystal structure and the associated Bravais lattices. *Monoclinic I –
most stable at room temperature; Monoclinic II – only stable at sub-zero
temperatures (rarely encountered).
Crystal
structure
Triclinic

Symmetry
Ci

Lattice
Lattice
constants
angles
a ≠ b ≠ c α ≠ β ≠ γ ≠ 90°
α = γ = 90°
a≠b≠c
β ≠ 90°

Monoclinic*

C2h

Orthorhombic

D2h

a≠b≠c

Tetragonal

D4h

a=b≠c

D3d

a=b=c

D6h

a=b≠c

Oh

a=b=c

Hexagonal
(rhombohedral)
Hexagonal
(hexagonal)
Cubic

Bravais lattices

Primitive
Primitive
Base-centred
Primitive
Base-centred
α = β = γ = 90°
Body-centred
Face-centred
Primitive
α = β = γ = 90°
Body-centred
Rhombohedrallyα = β = γ ≠ 90°
centred
α = β = 90°
Primitive
γ = 120°
Primitive
α = β = γ = 90°
Body-centred
Face-centred

The mean crystallite size in a crystal in the form of a powder can be calculated using
the Scherrer equation (Eq. 2.2). The formula relates the size of crystallites in a solid
to the broadening of a peak in a diffraction pattern, according to the following
equation:
𝑘𝜆

𝐷 = 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

(Eq. 2.2)

where D is the crystallite size;  is the wavelength of radiation used; k is a constant
that varies with the shape of the crystallite but usually taken as 0.9; β is the peak
broadening at half the maximum intensity (FWHM), in radians; and  is the Bragg
angle in radians. The equation is limited to nano-sized particles.
Depending on deposition parameters, especially with thin films, it is common to
find preferred orientation of the crystallites. Hence, at certain angles there are fewer
reflections being observed at the detector. The peak intensities observed are
compared to a bulk standard to calculate the degree of preference towards a
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particular plane. Barrett and Massalski102 derived a formula to calculate preferred
orientation and called it the texture coefficient equation:
𝐼(ℎ𝑘𝑙)

𝑇𝑐(ℎ𝑘𝑙) = [𝐼

0(ℎ𝑘𝑙)

1

𝐼(ℎ𝑘𝑙)

] ∙ [𝑛 ∑𝑛1 𝐼

0(ℎ𝑘𝑙)

]

−1

(Eq. 2.3)

where Tc is the texture coefficient for the hkl plane, I(hkl) is the measured intensity,
I0(hkl) is the intensity of the bulk standard and n is the number of reflections
observed. If the Tc(hkl) value is greater than one, it shows that the crystallites in this
(hkl) plane are preferentially orientated.
Thin film measurements were obtained using a modiﬁed Bruker-Axs D8
diffractometer with parallel beam optics equipped with a PSD LynxEye silicon strip
detector to collect diffracted X-ray photons. X-rays were generated using a Cu source
with Cu Kα1 and Cu Kα2 radiation of wavelengths 1.54056 and 1.54439 Å, respectively,
emitted with an intensity ratio of 2:1, a voltage of 40 kV, and current of 30 mA. The
incident beam angle was kept at 1°, and the angular range of the patterns collected
was 10° < 2θ < 66° with a step size of 0.05° counted at 4 s/step unless stated otherwise.
The patterns were analysed for crystallinity, mean crystallite sizes and preferred
orientation. Peak positions were compared to patterns from the inorganic crystal
structure database (ICSD). The lattice parameters were calculated from powder Xray diffraction data using the software GSAS and EXPGUI via the Le Bail refinement.

2.2.2 Film adherence
Film adherence was confirmed using the ScotchTM tape test.103 A strip of the scotch
tape was applied onto the film and removed. The film was considered adherent if
the film did not break up upon removal of the tape.
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2.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
SEM uses a high-energy electron beam to trace over a material to obtain an image
based on electron density. An electron gun produces electrons by heating a filament
or by the application of a strong electric field to it. The electrons are accelerated
towards the sample by an anode, passing through magnetic lenses to ensure a
narrow beam of electrons hits the sample. The electron beam traces over the
material resulting in the formation of secondary and backscattered electrons
(reflected electrons) (Fig. 2.3). The secondary electrons are detected and are
responsible for the images presented in this thesis. Secondary electrons are
generated due to the scattering interaction between the incoming electron beam
and the valence electrons of the material. Additional sensors detect backscattered
electrons and X-rays (emitted from underneath the samples surface). Backscattered
electrons are electrons that have scattered off the samples surface and their intensity
increases with atomic number due to regions of higher electron density which in
turn result in brighter images.
SEM was performed to determine the film morphology (top-down) and film
thickness (side-on). Both the JEOL JSM-6700F and JEOL JSM-6301F Field Emission
instruments were used for top down and side on configuration, respectively, unless
stated otherwise, with accelerating voltages ranging from 3-10 keV. The images were
recorded using a software called SEMAfore. This program was also used to calculate
the range in particle sizes and the thickness of the films given in Chapters 3-6. The
samples (1 × 1 cm) were mounted to the holder with carbon tape and sputter coated
with a layer of gold for 1-2 minutes at 25 mA followed by contacts being made using
silver paint or copper tape. The gold layer and contacts reduces charging (the
gathering of electrons at the surface) from occurring and allows images to be taken
more easily and clearly as it increases the signal to noise ratio due to the increased
number of secondary electrons detected at the surface.
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic of the scanning electron microscope (SEM).5

2.2.4 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
EDX is used for elemental analysis of the bulk. EDX involves using an electron beam
to bombard a sample ejecting a low energy electron from the core shell leaving
behind an electron hole. This hole is filled with an electron from a higher energy
shell and the difference in energy between the shells is released in the form of an Xray. The energy and number of X-rays (characteristic to an element) are measured
by the spectrometer, hence elemental composition of a sample can be known. EDX
calculations were carried out using the JEOL JSM-6301F field emission instrument
with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a programme called INCA. Unlike SEM,
samples were coated with a thin layer of carbon to avoid charging as carbon does
not inhibit the detection of light elements. Analytical accuracy for EDX
measurements for major elements is ±2% (relative).

2.2.5 Wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDX)
WDX is also a method used for elemental analysis of the bulk especially for the
detection and quantification of lighter elements (between boron and oxygen) as this
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technique is more sensitive. Unlike EDX, WDX only counts X-rays of a single
wavelength at one time and does not produce a broad spectrum of wavelengths
simultaneously. WDX analysis was carried out on a Phillips ESEM. Analytical
accuracy for WDX measurements for major elements is ±1% (relative).

2.2.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS gives elemental composition and the oxidation states at a surface of the
material. XPS irradiates the sample with X-rays in a vacuum causing core electrons
to be ejected (Fig. 2.4). The kinetic energy of the ejected electrons depends on the
binding energy of the atomic orbital from which they originated from (hence
element specific) and the incident X-ray. The intensity and position of the peak gives
information about the concentration and identity of the species present. Only
electrons less than 10 nm deep are likely to reach the detector hence XPS is a surface
sensitive technique.
Analysis of the films were carried out using a Thermo Scientific к-Alpha
spectrometer fitted with a monochromatic Al-K (0.834 nm, 1486.6 eV) source. Xrays were focused on a 400 μm spot on the sample surface. Sample charging was
avoided by using a dual beam flood gun. Survey scans were collected in the range 0–
1100 eV (binding energy) at a pass energy of 200 eV. Higher resolution scans were
recorded for the main core lines at a pass energy of 20 eV. For depth profiling, an
argon ion gun was used. The peaks were modelled using CasaXPS software with
binding energies adjusted to adventitious carbon (284.5 eV) in order to compensate
for the effects of charging.

Fig. 2.4. Schematic of a photoelectron spectrometer.
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2.2.7 UV-visible-near infrared spectroscopy
Optical properties are measured using a UV-vis/IR spectrometer. A beam of light is
separated into its component wavelengths by diffraction grating or a prism. The
grating is rotated so that only a specific wavelength of light can reach the aperture.
The light interacts with the sample and reaches a detector which in turn results in a
spectra we collect (Fig 2.5). The programme used to record the data was called UV
WinLab. The absorption and reflectance in the visible range affects the perceived
colour of a material. UV/Vis/Near IR transmittance and reflectance spectra were
measured using the Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 UV-vis/IR spectrometer with an air
background. Spectra were recorded between 320-2500 nm. The band gap was
calculated from transmittance and reflectance data using the Tauc plot method.13 A
graph of (αhv)n against hv is plotted where α is the absorption coefficient and n = 2
or 0.5 depending on whether it is a direct or indirect band gap, respectively. The
graph is then extrapolated linearly from the steepest part of the Tauc plot towards
the x-axis to obtain a value for the band gap.

Fig. 2.5. Schematic of a UV-Visible-Near Infrared spectrometer.
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2.2.8 Optical measurements of film thickness
Film thicknesses were measured using the Filmetrics F20 machine operating in
reflectance mode in air against an as supplied FTO standard (Chapter 3). The
machine measures the amount of light reflected from the sample over a range of
wavelengths (350-1000 nm) and this data is computed via the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) technique by calibrating it with a series of calculated reflectance spectra for a
silica standard substrate. The output is a graph of oscillations which is fitted, using
a goodness of fit approach, to a theoretical model.

2.2.9 Electrical testing
Hall effect measurements were carried out on an Ecopia HMS-3000 set up in the Van
der Pauw configuration to determine the resistance (), free carrier concentration
(n) and mobility (μ). Samples of 1 cm2 were prepared and silver paint (Agar Scientific)
was used to form ohmic contacts which were tested on the in-built software prior to
measurement. The samples were then subjected to an input current of 1 mA and a
calibrated magnetic field of 0.58 T (Fig. 2.6). The magnetic field is present
perpendicular to the flow of current and when a sample is subjected to this, a
potential difference is observed. This is the Hall voltage and together with film
thickness allows the calculation of the wanted electrical parameters.

Fig. 2.6. Schematic of the Hall effect instrument used for electrical testing.
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3
Aluminium or/and fluorine doped zinc
oxide thin films
This chapter focuses on the production of conductive and transparent aluminium
and/or fluorine doped zinc oxide thin films deposited via a dual source route. The
films were colourless and adherent, with no noticeable degradation over a prolonged
storage time. Doping films with a cation has attracted a lot of attention however
anion doping has not been as common, with reports of co-doping being even scarcer.

3.1 Introduction
The most widely used commercial TCO films have been made using indium or tin
based oxides.15 Tin doped indium oxide (ITO) is the most commonly produced TCO
followed by fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO).75 However, indium is in limited supply
and relatively expensive, and the price of tin has risen rapidly in the past few years.104
Thus, there is a need to find alternative materials that can be employed in
optoelectronic devices. Zinc oxide films have been recognised as suitable
alternatives based on the low cost, greater earth abundance and comparable
optoelectronic properties.63, 105, 106
Doping increases the carrier concentration in order to achieve greater conductivity.
It can also widen or narrow the band gap particularly at high doping
concentrations.7, 107 The band gap is widened or blue shifted (frequency of phonons
interacting with the incident photon increases) because of the lower states in the
conduction band being blocked. However, band gap narrowing is attributed to the
shallow level donor impurities creating energy levels in the band gap near the
conduction band edge and shallow acceptor impurities create energy levels near the
valence band edge, effectively narrowing the gap by merging of the donor level and
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the conduction band.35,

63

Nevertheless, over doping is not desirable as it has a

detrimental effect on conductivity as a result of deterioration in the film structure
leading to a reduction in the mobility of the free electrons.23, 108 Zinc oxide with a
wurtzite structure is a wide band gap semiconductor (3.37 eV).105 The incorporation
of dopants into the ZnO lattice is known to alter its properties.109 Intrinsic ZnO can
satisfy the optical properties of a TCO however the carrier concentration is about 106
cm-3 at room temperature hence, too low for a TCO for practical applications.63
Incorporating group III elements into the ZnO lattice as shallow donors, have also
shown promise in the production of TCOs.110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115 Aluminium doped ZnO
films involve Al3+ (0.54 Å) occupying a Zn2+ (0.74 Å) site leading to a reduction in the
lattice parameters. Hu and Gordon deposited AZO films via APCVD and found
improved conductivities compared with undoped ZnO, with aluminium dopant
amounts between 0.3-1.2 at.%.116 In contrast, Olvera et al.113 deposited AZO films via
a chemical spray technique producing a film with 3 at.% Al at 45o oC and found that
the electrical conductivity value was lower than their undoped ZnO. This could be
attributed to their deposition method and/or significantly greater Al dopant
amounts leading to over-doping. However, film transparency remained high, at
about 85%, for the film.
The degeneracy of crystallinity and variations in lattice constants in zinc oxide due
to the difference in ionic radii between the dopants and Zn2+ or O2- can be partially
resolved by co-doping.63 Fluorine acts as a shallow donor and is incorporated into
the lattice by substituting an O2- site with F- (O2-: 1.24 Å; F-: 1.17 Å) resulting in one
more free electron making fluorine a suitable dopant for n-type conductivity.115, 117
Doping with fluorine is known to improve electrical properties since the conduction
band is not too disrupted as it is the valence band that is made up of the oxide ion.63,
118

Choi and Park119 deposited FZO thin films via ALD incorporating up to 1.2 at.%

fluorine. They found the lowest resistivity was when the film contained 1 at.% F with
a transmittance of 83%. Over-doping with fluorine may lead to the ion not
occupying the correct site in the lattice thereby being rendered inactive and in turn
leading to a reduction in conductivity and mobility by providing more scattering
centres.118
Co-doping with aluminium and fluorine has the potential to minimise the lattice
distortion and lead to TCO ZnO materials with enhanced figures of merit.63
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3.2 Experimental details
The depositions in this chapter were carried out using a two-pot system in a fumehood. An undoped zinc oxide film was made from glass bubbler one containing 0.25
g diethylzinc (15 wt.% in toluene) in ~25 mL dry toluene and the second holding ~40
mL dry methanol (an oxygen source) (Scheme 1). When Al-doped ZnO thin films
were deposited the required mol% of trimethyl aluminium (2.0 M in toluene) was
added to the diethylzinc and toluene mixture (Scheme 2). In contrast, when
ammonium fluoride (98%) was used to deposit F-doped ZnO thin films, this
precursor was added to the dry methanol bubbler (Scheme 3). For the co-doped film
the dopants were added to the respective glass bubblers at the same time (Scheme
4). The precursors were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The solvents were
purchased from Fischer Scientific. Toluene was stored under alumina columns and
dried with Anhydrous Engineering equipment whereas the methanol was dried by
distillation over magnesium turnings. All depositions were carried out under
Nitrogen gas (≥99.9%) supplied by BOC at a flow rate of 1.0 L min-1 and a
temperature of 450 oC. The mists produced using humidifiers were transported to
and mixed in a Y-joint before entering the reactor. The depositions usually lasted
between 50-90 minutes. The films were adherent with an overall substrate coverage
of approximately 25% and were transparent and colourless with no evidence to the
naked eye (brown tints) of carbon contamination.

To avoid using air sensitive precursors, preliminary experiments tested the viability
of using zinc acetate, zinc 2-ethylhexanoate, aluminium nitrate and aluminium
acetylacetonate as precursors. However, the conductivities of the resultant films
were too low.
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The films discussed in the following chapter will be referred to as the amount of
dopant(s) found in the bulk of the film rather than the amount present in the
precursor solution.

3.2.1 Instrumental conditions
The XRD patterns shown in this chapter were collected at an incident beam angle
of 0.5° (AZO and AFZO) or 1° (undoped ZnO and FZO), with an angular range of 10°
< 2θ < 66° with a step size of 0.05° counted at 0.5 s/step (AZO and AFZO) or 1 s/step
(undoped ZnO and FZO). Lattice parameters were calculated by fitting a Le Bail
model to the XRD patterns using general structure analysis system (GSAS). The cell
parameters used for the modelling were a = 3.249860 Å, b = 3.249860 Å and c =
5.206620 Å.
WDX analysis was carried out on a Phillips ESEM. The Zn, Al and F at.% was derived
from the Zn-Kα line (8638 eV), Al-Kα (1487 eV) and F-Kα (676.8 eV) X-ray emission
lines, respectively.
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3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 AACVD of AZO films
AZO films were deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass using various mol.% amounts
(10, 20 and 30 mol.%) of the aluminium dopant, trimethyl aluminium, in the diethyl
zinc and toluene mixture.
The reaction of diethylzinc with methanol when the two aerosol flows combine in
the Y-joint is expected to yield zinc methoxide120 and various clusters, including
cubanes, similar to those discussed by Jana et al. and Sokolowski et al.121, 122 These
species then go on to decompose in the CVD reactor to form the ZnO film. The
addition of dopant quantities of trimethyl aluminium and/or ammonium fluoride
into the AACVD solution(s) results in the incorporation of aluminium and/or
fluorine into the cluster compounds such of those seen by Peterson et al.123
Wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to determine the at.% of
aluminium in the bulk of the film. It was found that 10, 20 and 30 mol.% films, which
represent the dopant amounts in the precursor solution, contained 0.3
(Zn0.997Al0.003O), 0.5 (Zn0.995Al0.005O) and 1 (Zn0.99Al0.01O) at.%, respectively (Table
3.1). WDX is an ideal technique for detecting dopant amounts present in small
quantities due to its sensitive nature as it produces spectra for specific elements
(unlike energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) which does a survey scan of all
the elements) with better peak resolution. Hu and Gordon also produced AZO thin
films with aluminium dopant in low quantities.116 One possible explanation for the
low efficacy of the aluminium dopant in film deposition could be a consequence of
the relatively low mass of Al3+ ions. In contrast, the deposition efficacy of a dopant
solution containing a heavier +3 ion, Ga3+, was substantially greater (Chapters 4), an
observation made by others too.63

Table 3.1. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of aluminium in the
films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by wavelength dispersive X- spectroscopy.
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mol.% in solution

at.% determined by WDX

10
20
30

0.3
0.5
1

3.3.1.1 Crystal structure
X-ray diffraction patterns of the AZO thin films with varying dopant amounts are
presented in Fig. 3.1. All films were polycrystalline and as expected crystallinity
decreases with increasing dopant amounts due to the disruption of the crystal
structure. The diffraction patterns all confirm a hexagonal wurtzite structure of zinc
oxide. No peaks for any secondary ZnOx, AlOx or AlZnOx phases were observed.
However this does not rule out the presence of small amounts of these phases, as
they would not be visible in the XRD pattern due to dampening by the more intense
ZnO peaks. Furthermore, any X-ray amorphous secondary phases would also not be
detected by XRD.

The Scherrer equation was used to calculate the mean crystallite diameter in the
films (Table 3.2). No apparent correlation was found between the crystallite size and
dopant amount. Lattice parameters calculated by fitting a Le Bail model to the XRD
patterns using general structure analysis system (GSAS) showed a contraction in
unit cell volume compared with the standard ZnO and undoped ZnO. The observed
trend in contraction would be attributed to the substitution of Zn2+ (0.74 Å) with
Al3+ (0.54 Å).124, 125

Fig.3.1. XRD patterns of ZnO and AZO thin films deposited via dual source AACVD
at 450 oC (a) standard ZnO126 (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.997Al0.003O (d) Zn0.995Al0.005O
(e) Zn0.99Al0.01O.
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Table 3.2. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
ZnO and AZO thin films with varying dopant concentrations of AlMe3.

Film
ZnO
Zn0.997Al0.003O
Zn0.995Al0.005O
Zn0.99Al0.01O

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
18
18
17
22

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume /Å3

3.2510(2)
3.2475(4)
3.2477(4)
3.2467(7)

5.2145(10)
5.2010(11)
5.2042(16)
5.2054(10)

47.730(9)
47.558(11)
47.538(14)
47.519(17)

Volume
contraction
/%
0.36
0.40
0.44

Fig. 3.2. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with different
aluminium dopant amounts.

Preferred orientation was determined using the texture coefficient equation
(Equation 2.3) and is shown in Fig. 3.2. The undoped zinc oxide film showed
preferred orientation along (100), (101) and (110) planes. The most significant
departure of the texture coefficient from the undoped ZnO was found in the film
that contained 1 at.% Al, in particular, the prominence of the (002) peak. This has
previously been seen in literature when ZnO is doped with cations and/or anions.
This is due to the (002) plane having the lowest surface energy in the ZnO crystal
therefore growth in the (002) direction is preferred and occurs perpendicular to the
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substrate.124,

127 128

.

Changes in preferred orientation is also influenced by the

amorphous substrate.129

3.3.1.2 Surface morphology
The surface morphology of the films was studied using a scanning electron
microscope (Fig. 3.3). The images show all AZO films having good particle
connectivity with no apparent void spaces. The undoped ZnO film (Fig. 3.3a)
featured a dense rough morphology with relatively fine irregular particles. Addition
of aluminium dramatically alters the surface morphology, most notably is the
increase in general particle size and definable shapes compared with the undoped
ZnO film. This is common for ZnO based films that are grown by various techniques
and is attributed to low surface energy planes that grow perpendicular to the
substrate.14, 130 At the lowest Al dopant amount (Fig. 3.3b) a mixture of irregular
shapes, ranging from 150-400 nm, have formed with only a few protruding plates
which were roughly 200 nm long. With increasing dopant levels there was a
reduction in the variety of irregular shapes (Fig. 3.3 c and d) and at the greatest
dopant level of aluminium there was greater consistency in particle shape and size
(likened to grass seeds) as well as more protruding plates.
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Fig. 3.3. SEM images of ZnO and AZO thin films deposited via dual source AACVD
at 450 oC. (a) undoped ZnO (b) Zn0.997Al0.003O (c) Zn0.995Al0.005O (d) Zn0.99Al0.01O.
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3.3.1.3 Optical measurements
Ultraviolet/visible/near infrared spectroscopy was used to investigate the
transmittance and reflectance properties of the undoped ZnO and AZO films. The
spectra shown in Fig. 3.4 indicate all films have high transparency across the visible.
At 550 nm, the aluminium doped films had transparencies >80% whereas the
undoped ZnO film was slightly below this. All films displayed poor reflectance in the
infrared, reaching a maximum of ~17% at 2500 nm for the film with 1 at.% Al. The
number of and depth of the interference fringes is a function of film thickness.
Undoped ZnO film presented interference fringes as a consequence of a thickness
variation across the area analysed. Interference fringes can also be present because
of multiple reflections that occur at the interfaces between the air and the thin film,
the thin film and the substrate and the barrier coating and glass of the substrate.

Fig. 3.4. (a) Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air
background for ZnO and AZO thin films deposited at 450 oC. The Tauc plots to
obtain the band gap for (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.997Al0.003O (d) Zn0.995Al0.005O (e)
Zn0.99Al0.01O.

The band gap was determined from Tauc plot13 calculations. The undoped ZnO film
had the expected direct band gap of 3.4 eV.8 The band gap increased when films were
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doped with aluminium, independent of dopant concentration, to 3.7 eV. This
phenomenon was due to the Moss-Burstein effect (Section 1.3). This increase
correlates with the greater observed transparency (Fig. 3.4) in the visible.

3.3.1.4 Electrical properties
Hall effect measurements were carried out at room temperature using the van der
Pauw technique. The films were identified as n-type from the negative Hall
coefficients. Overall, the doped films had better electrical properties compared to
the undoped ZnO film (Table 3.3). As expected, the charge carrier concentration, n,
increased with increasing dopant amounts due to Al being a donor dopant. Carrier
concentration is a determinant of conductivity; when the concentrations are in the
order of × 1018 cm-3 the conductivity is determined only by the grain boundaries
whereas at greater magnitudes the conductivity is also determined by the bulk
properties.131 Grain boundaries trap charge carriers hence reducing the mobility, μ.
In general, the greater the charge carrier concentration, the lower the mobility due
to collisions between charge carriers. The AZO films had an increase in carrier
concentration compared with the undoped ZnO film and as such resulted in a
decrease in mobility. The sheet resistance, Rsh, calculation takes into account the
film thickness, d, and it was found that the AZO films were lower than the undoped
ZnO film.

Table 3.3. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of ZnO and AZO films. d,
film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.
Film

d/nm

n/ × 1020 cm-3

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1

ZnO
Zn0.997Al0.003O
Zn0.995Al0.005O
Zn0.99Al0.01O

350
400
350
300

1.163
1.896
1.989
2.387

20.4
16.0
14.1
16.0
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/×10-3
Ω cm
2.627
2.326
1.965
1.638

Rsh/Ω -1
75.1
58.2
56.1
54.6

3.3.2 AACVD of FZO films
Thin films of FZO were deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass by adding 5, 10 or 20
mol.% of ammonium fluoride into the dry methanol solution. WDX could not detect
the presence of fluorine in the film deposited, even after repetition, using the 5
mol.% ammonium fluoride solution. However, this does not mean the fluorine was
absent altogether as it is well known that fluorine, being a light element, is difficult
to detect especially at low quantities even when a sensitive technique is used like
WDX. Therefore, the analysis of the 5 at.% film will not be discussed alongside the
other FZO films. It was found that 10 and 20 mol.% in solution gave 1 (Zn 0.99F0.01O)
and 2 (Zn0.98F0.02O) at.% in the film, respectively (Table 3.4). This amount of fluorine
in FZO films have also been reported using different deposition methods.118, 119, 132

Table 3.4. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of fluorine in the
films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by wavelength dispersive X- spectroscopy.
mol.% in solution

at.% determined by WDX

10
20

1
2

Fluorine is difficult to incorporate into the ZnO lattice119 and therefore most studies
found in the literature report FZO films with less than 1 at.% F.118 Furthermore, the
likely reaction of NH4F taking place inside the deposition chamber is given in
equation 3.1.
NH4F  NH3 + HF 

(Eq. 3.1)

Therefore, the HF gas produced is highly likely to escape with the waste gases,
reducing the availability of fluorine for incorporating into the lattice. Hence, this is
why relatively small amounts of fluorine are detected in the film lattice even when
high dopant concentrations of the fluorine are added to the precursor solution.
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3.3.2.1 Crystal structure
The XRD patterns of the FZO thin films are shown in Fig. 3.5. All films were
polycrystalline, confirming a hexagonal wurtzite structure of zinc oxide. There was
no appreciable difference in the mean crystallite sizes calculated using the Scherrer
equation (Table 3.5). The observed trend in contraction would be attributed to the
substitution of O2- (1.24 Å) with F- (1.17 Å).115, 117

Fig. 3.5. XRD patterns of ZnO and FZO thin films deposited via dual source AACVD
at 450 oC. (a) standard ZnO126 (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.99F0.01O (d) Zn0.98F0.02O.

Table. 3.5. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
ZnO and FZO thin films with different dopant concentrations of NH4F.

Film
ZnO
Zn0.99F0.01O
Zn0.98F0.02O
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Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
18
16
17

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume / Å3

3.2510(2)
3.2487(4)
3.2491(4)

5.2145(10)
5.2098(11)
5.2068(11)

47.730(9)
47.617(9)
47.603(11)

Volume
contraction
/%
0.24
0.27

Fig. 3.6. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with different fluorine
dopant amounts.

The results of the texture coefficient calculations are shown in Fig. 3.6. Similar to
the AZO study, when ZnO was doped with fluorine there was a reduction in the
preference for the (100) plane and an increase in preference for the (002) plane. An
increase in preference for the (212) plane was also seen. The consensus in the
literature is that the texture coefficient of the (002) plane decreases and the
preferred orientation switches to the (100) and/or (101) planes when ZnO is doped
with fluorine.14, 132, 133 The differences between the studies cited and the present study
is most likely a consequence of deposition method and the precursors used. Even
for an AACVD study on FZO by Bhachu et al. found a preference for the (100) plane.14

3.3.2.2 Surface morphology
The undoped ZnO film (Fig. 3.7a) featured a dense rough morphology with relatively
fine irregular particles. The FZO thin films showed good particle connectivity with
no visible glass substrate. The morphology of Zn0.99F0.01O (Fig. 3.7b) and Zn0.98F0.02O
(Fig. 3.7c) were different to the undoped ZnO film. The Zn0.99F0.01O film exhibited a
uniform distribution of particles of similar size and shape (approx. 170-200 nm)
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without any protrusions or island growths. The Zn0.98F0.02O thin film showed a more
diverse morphology and protruding particles of various sizes up to approximately
320 nm. Again this is typical of doped ZnO films.14,

130

Also evident are larger

structures which appear to sit on top of the film and are therefore assumed to be
artefacts as they were not observed consistently or with any distinctive growth
morphology.

Fig. 3.7. SEM images of ZnO and FZO thin films deposited via dual source AACVD
at 450 oC. (a) undoped ZnO (b) Zn0.99F0.01O (c) Zn0.98F0.02O.
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3.3.2.3 Optical properties
The F-doped ZnO films showed a maximum transmittance of 84% in the visible,
greater than that seen in undoped ZnO (Fig. 3.8). Reflectance was seen to increase
in the infrared region when the films were doped with fluorine. Doping with fluorine
caused the onset of the plasma absorption edge to be blue shifted in comparison
with the undoped ZnO film. Usually, the shift in the plasma edge is correlated with
an increase in charge carrier concentration however, other factors are also known to
affect the shift such as the dielectric constant. All the films showed notable
interference effects. The band gap for Zn0.99F0.01O and Zn0.98F0.02O increased from 3.4
eV to 3.6 and 3.5 eV, respectively.

Fig. 3.8. (a) Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air
background for ZnO and FZO thin films deposited at 450 oC. The Tauc plots to
obtain the band gap for (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.99F0.01O (d) Zn0.98F0.02O.
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3.3.2.4 Electrical properties
The films were identified as n-type from the negative Hall coefficients and had
similar film thicknesses. The doped films exhibited better electrical conductivities
compared to the undoped ZnO film as expected (Table 3.6). As mentioned above,
the higher the charge carrier concentration the lower the mobility and this is what
is observed with the FZO films. Both films, Zn0.99F0.01O and Zn0.98F0.02O, had similar
sheet resistances although one film had double the F amount. Furthermore, the
doubled concentration of F detected did not double the carrier concentration, as
one would expect therefore suggesting charge compensating mechanisms were
taking place after a certain level to limit the carrier concentration. This maybe the
primary reason for the levelling off of the sheet resistance after 1 at.% F doping. FZO
films displayed lower sheet resistances than the AZO films. In order to investigate
the effect of having both a cation and anion dopants present together, co-doped
films were deposited.

Table 3.6. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of ZnO and FZO films. d,
film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.
Film
d/nm
ZnO
350
Zn0.99F0.01O
350
Zn0.98F0.02O
300
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n/ ×1020 cm-3
1.163
3.009
4.057

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1
20.4
17.9
14.7

/×10-3 Ω cm
2.627
1.157
1.044

Rsh/Ω -1
75.1
33.1
34.8

3.3.3 AACVD of the AFZO film
A co-doped AFZO was deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass using 30 mol.%
trimethyl aluminium in diethyl zinc and toluene mixture, and 10 mol.% ammonium
fluoride in a dry methanol at 450 oC under a flow of N2. These conditions were used
as previously it was shown that when the films were singly doped the aluminium
content was found to be the greatest as well as giving the lowest sheet resistance,
and the 10 mol.% of ammonium fluoride gave the largest blue shift of the plasma
edge, a property ideal for heat mirror applications. Interestingly from WDX, the F
at.% in the film remained the same as when it was singly doped but the Al at.%
doubled from 1 to 2 at.% using the same mol.% solution giving the film
Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O (Table 3.7). One possibility, although difficult to verify, is that the
small aluminium ions were attracted into the lattice by the presence of the small
highly electronegative fluoride ions that had already been incorporated into the ZnO
lattice.

Table 3.7. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of aluminium and
fluorine in the co-doped film, deposited at 450 oC, determined by wavelength
dispersive X- spectroscopy.
mol.% in solution

at.% determined by WDX

30

2
1

Al
F

10

3.3.3.1 Crystal structure
The XRD pattern for co-doped ZnO film, Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O, is shown in Fig. 3.9. The
diffraction pattern matched that of the hexagonal wurtzite structure of zinc oxide,
as expected, with no secondary phases observed. The mean crystallite size was
calculated which reflected the size of the single doped Zn0.99Al0.01O film. The unit
cell volume of the co-doped film contracted by 0.78% which would agree with a
prediction based on an approximately linear contraction as a function of dopant
percentage (Table 3.8). 1 at.% Al contracted by 0.44% and approximately every 0.05
at.% the contraction increases by 0.04% hence the cation contraction would be
about 0.52%. 1 at.% F in the ZnO lattice made the unit cell volume contract by 0.24
% hence together a contraction of roughly 0.76% would be expected.
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Fig. 3.9. XRD patterns of ZnO and AFZO thin films deposited via dual source
AACVD at 450 oC. (a) standard ZnO126 (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O.

Table 3.8. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
ZnO and AFZO thin films.

Film
ZnO
Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
18
21

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

Volume
contraction
/%

3.2510(2)
3.2421(3)

5.2145(10)
5.202(1)

47.730(9)
47.360(1)

0.78

There was little change in preferred orientation to the ZnO polycrystalline film upon
co-doping with Al and F as shown in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane for ZnO and AFZO
thin films.

ZnO
Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O
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(100)
1.8
1.8

(002)
0.3
0.3

Miller planes
(101)
(102)
1.4
0.7
1.4
0.8

(110)
1.3
1.1

(212)
0.6
0.6

3.3.3.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The oxidation states of the Zn and Al species on the surface of the AFZO was
determined through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The Zn 2p3/2 transition
occurred around 1020.9 eV corresponding to Zn2+ (Fig. 3.10a). The Al 2p peak has
heavy overlap of the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 therefore the double separation is ignored during
the fitting process. The Al 2p peak was centred at 73.6 eV, matching literature
findings for Al3+ (Fig. 3.10b). Depth profile (etched for 1750 seconds) of
Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O film found the Al content to be consistent throughout the film with
slightly more Al in the bulk than on the surface as shown in Fig. 3.10c.
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Fig. 3.10. XPS spectra of Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O showing (a) Zn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks, (b) Al
2p peak and (c) depth profile of the Al content in the film.
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3.3.3.3 Surface morphology
The images in Fig. 3.11 show the change in surface morphology from undoped ZnO
to the co-doped, Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O, thin film. There is an obvious change in
morphology when co-doped as seen by a greater abundance of defined shaped
particles (the majority ranging from approx. 140–300 nm) which are similar to the
observed morphology of single doped AZO films. This would suggest that the
presence of aluminium has a more significant impact on surface morphology,
dominating any observable influence of the presence of fluorine.

Fig. 3.11. SEM images of ZnO and AFZO thin films deposited via dual source AACVD
at 450 oC. (a) undoped ZnO (b) Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O.
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3.3.3.4 Optical properties
The co-doped film, Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O, maintained the high transparency of 84% at 550
nm seen in the singly doped films and reflectance reached >50% in the infrared (Fig.
3.12). Whilst the onset of the increase in reflectance was at a similar wavelength, the
crossover was further blue shifted compared to the FZO films (Section 3.3.2.3) which
is mainly a consequence, but not the only reason, of the relatively large
concentration of the charge carriers. This shift is suitable for a heat mirror as it
enables the transmission of both visible and infrared radiation that would allow solar
energy gain for heating purposes in cold climates.72 The band gap was marginally
larger than the single doped AZO and FZO films with a value of 3.7 eV.

Fig. 3.12. (a) Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air
background for ZnO and Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O thin films deposited at 450 oC. The Tauc
plots to obtain the band gap for (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O.
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3.3.3.5 Electrical properties
The Hall effect measurement was carried out as before using the van der Pauw
technique (Table 3.10). The n-type co-doped film had a lower sheet resistance
compared with the undoped ZnO film. As before with the single doped AZO films,
the mobility decreased with an increase in the charge carrier concentration.
However, despite the presence of two electron-donating dopants, the sheet
resistance was not as low as the single doped FZO films.

Table 3.10. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of ZnO and AFZO films.
d, film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.
Film

d/nm

n/ ×1020 cm-3

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1

ZnO
Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O

350
350

1.163
3.297

20.4
10.2

/×10-3
Ω cm
2.627
1.864

Rsh/
Ω -1
75.1
53.3
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3.4 Conclusions
Aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) proved to be a simple and
effective method for the deposition of thin films with good coverage and adherence
as well as exhibiting commercially attractive optoelectronic properties. AACVD
provides a low-cost and flexible approach for the single doping and co-doping of
films without a significant alteration to the apparatus.

The singly doped and co-doped ZnO films exhibited high transparency (>80%) and
resistivities lower than that of undoped ZnO. The FZO film, Zn0.99F0.01O, was found
to have the best electrical properties of all the films. However, it was the co-doped
film, Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O, that gave the better compromise between electrical and
optical properties, shifting the plasma edge (the onset of the increase in reflectance)
to lower wavelengths making them more suited for applications such as heat
mirrors. There was a dramatic change in the morphology of the film when
aluminium was incorporated into the ZnO lattice as a single dopant or co-doped
with fluorine. In both cases, resulting in the presence of recognisable shaped
structures and scattered morphology making them ideal for photovoltaic devices. Xray photoelectron spectroscopy confirmed the oxidation state for zinc and
aluminium and revealed the dopant aluminium was found not to be surface
segregated.

The next chapter deals with the deposition and characterisation of ZnO based films
doped with gallium, another group III element. It is not clear cut which dopant,
aluminium or gallium, gives the superior optoelectronic properties of the ZnO film
as it very much depends on a number of factors including the method and conditions
used to deposit the films. Therefore, to allow comparison, AACVD will be used to
deposit the films, using the same carrier gas and keeping the same flow rate and
deposition temperature as used for the films in the present chapter. The study will
be extended to include fluorine as a co-dopant. Again, this is to exploit the
reputation that fluorine has as an excellent substituent of oxygen in the lattice
resulting in an increase in charge carriers.
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4
Gallium doped and gallium-fluorine codoped zinc oxide thin films
The following chapter analyses films of gallium doped zinc oxide (GZO) and gallium
and fluorine doped zinc oxide (GFZO) thin films deposited via a dual source aerosol
assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) system. The effect of varying dopant
concentrations of GZO was analysed and the best film conditions were then used to
produce co-doped GFZO films, with the fluorine content varying. All films were
investigated focusing on the growth behaviour and optoelectronic properties.

4.1 Introduction
Zinc oxide based films are increasingly finding applications as transparent
conducting oxides (TCO) with the potential to replace the most commonly used
TCO, tin doped indium oxide (ITO). The success of ITO thin films is down to their
high transmittance in the visible spectrum (above 80%), a wide band gap (greater
than 3.1 eV) and low electrical resistivity (less than 10¯3 Ω cm).15 Adding a dopant to
the hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure, which has a band gap of 3.37 eV and an
electrical resistivity of the order 10¯3 Ω cm, can enhance the optoelectronic
properties.134 Fluorine and the group III elements have successfully been used as
dopants.110, 111, 135, 136, 137, 138

The slightly smaller ionic radius of the fluoride ion compared with the oxide ion
(O2¯: 1.24 Å; F¯: 1.17 Å) allows easy substitution of oxygen generating one free
electron into the lattice thereby increasing electrical conductivity with minimum
distortion to the structure.14, 139 The carrier concentration can also be increased by
substituting the Zn2+ ion (ionic radius: 0.74 Å) with a group III trivalent cation such
as boron, aluminium, gallium and indium (M3+ ionic radius: 0.23, 0.54, 0.62 and 0.80
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Å, respectively.135, 140 The focus has been mainly on the use of aluminium (Chapter 3)
and gallium since boron is notoriously difficult to detect due its low mass and
indium due to its increasing rarity and high cost resulting in no long-term prospects
for viable uses in the production of TCOs.

GZOs have been particularly appealing because of the similar ionic radii of Ga3+ and
Zn2+ which minimises lattice deformation furthermore than in AZOs.63, 137, 141, 142 It is
not clear cut which film, AZO or GZO has the superior optoelectronic properties as
it very much depends on the method and conditions used to deposit the films. There
are studies that state that aluminium is the better dopant as the energy of the
valence s orbital of aluminium matches that of zinc and therefore there is less of a
disruption to the conduction band. On the other hand, claims have been made that
gallium is better as a consequence of Ga2O3 having a less exothermic enthalpy of
formation compared with Al2O3 and hence more likely for Ga3+ to substitute the Zn2+
than form a non-conducting oxide.143 Despite the idea of cation-cation doping does
not seem rational due to both dopants competing for the same substitutional site,
Al and Ga co-doped ZnO (AGZO) have been deposited by others.110, 144, 145, 146 The
rationale for producing AGZO other than for enhancing optoelectronic properties
would be to offset the often-reported instability of AZO thin films produced by some
deposition methods, whilst still benefiting from the greater abundance and
availability of Al.

A few studies have reported AGZO films to have excellent

electrical properties. Notably, these studies have used magnetron sputtering to
grow the films and reported electrical resistivities in the order of 10-4 Ω cm with
transmittance greater than 80%144, 145 however, not all AGZO films have been found
to be better than singly-doped films.110, 144, 146
The alternative to AGZO films is cation-anion co-doping particularly as the merits
of Ga or F doped ZnO films have been widely reported. Co-doping ZnO with Ga and
F (GFZO) has been reported once. Shi et al. deposited GFZO films by magnetron
sputtering with an electrical resistivities reaching orders of 10-4 Ω cm.147 Whilst these
values of resistivity are low the method used to deposit the films has key
disadvantages including a requirement for a high vacuum and complex machinery
which increase the cost of production.10 PVD methods are also known to produce
films with poor crystallinity leading to problems associated with grain boundaries
and interfaces.14 This chapter investigates single doped GZO films for comparison
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with single doped AZO films from Chapter 3 and explores for the first time co-doped
GFZO films deposited via a CVD method.

4.2 Experimental
The depositions reported in this chapter were carried out using a two-pot system in
a fume hood. An undoped zinc oxide film was made from glass bubbler one
containing 0.50 g diethylzinc (15 wt.% in toluene) in ~20 mL dry toluene and the
second holding ~25 mL dry methanol (an oxygen source) (Scheme 5). When GZO
thin films were deposited the required mol% of triethyl gallium (2.0 M in toluene)
was added to the diethylzinc and toluene mixture (Scheme 6). The co-doped GFZO
film was deposited in the same manner as GZO with the addition of varying mol%
amounts of ammonium fluoride (98%) in the dry methanol bubbler (Scheme 7). The
precursors were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The solvents were purchased
from Fischer Scientific. Toluene was stored under alumina columns and dried with
anhydrous engineering equipment whereas the methanol was dried by distillation
over magnesium turnings. All depositions were carried out under Nitrogen gas
(≥99.9%) supplied by BOC at a flow rate of 1.0 L min-1 and a temperature of 450 oC.
The baffle was connected to a baffle cooler using a garden pond pump. The mists
produced using humidifiers were transported to and mixed in a Y-joint before
entering the reactor. The depositions usually lasted between 25-35 minutes. The
films were adherent and the coverage overall was approximately 50% of the
substrate with the use of the baffle cooler as diethylzinc tends to crash out in the
baffle during transportation to the reactor leading to a blockage. The films were
transparent and colourless with no evidence to the naked eye (brown tints) of
carbon contamination.
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To avoid using air sensitive precursors, preliminary experiments tested the viability
of using zinc acetate, zinc 2-ethylhexanoate and gallium acetylacetonate as
precursors. However, the conductivities of the resultant films were unacceptably
low.
The films discussed in the following chapter will be referred to as the amount of
dopant(s) found in the bulk of the film rather than the amount present in the
precursor solution.

4.2.1 Instrumental conditions
EDX and WDX calculations were carried out using the JEOL JSM-6301F field
emission and Phillips ESEM, respectively. The Zn, Ga and F at.% was obtained from
the Zn-Kα line (8638 eV), Ga-Kα (1487 eV) and F-Kα (676.8 eV) X-ray emission lines,
respectively.

4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 AACVD of GZO films
Gallium doped zinc oxide thin films were deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass
using various mol.% amounts (2.5, 5, 10 and 20 mol.%) of the gallium dopant, triethyl
gallium, in the diethyl zinc and toluene mixture. The second bubbler contained dry
methanol used as the oxygen source. Depositions were carried out at 450 oC using
nitrogen as a carrier gas.
The reaction of the precursors in this chapter forms clusters similar to those
mentioned in section 3.3.1.

4.3.1.1 Dopant quantities in the GZO films
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to determine the at.% gallium
content in the bulk of the films. It was found that triethyl gallium is an effective
dopant precursor as the relationship between the precursor concentrations in
solution was approximately proportional to the amount found in the films. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy found similar quantities of gallium, when etched at 200
seconds, supporting the EDX results (Table 4.1). The surface of the films analysed by
XPS showed slightly lower Ga concentrations (between 3-9 at.%) than in the bulk.
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The main difference between the two techniques is that EDX looks at the overall
composition in the bulk of the film whereas XPS analyses a surface or slice within
the film at a depth defined by the etch time.

Table 4.1. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of gallium in the
films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by energy dispersive X-ray and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy at 200 seconds etch time.
mol.% in solution

at.% determined by EDX

at.% determined by XPS

2.5
5
10
20

1
5
8
16

0
5
10
18

From XPS data from the surface the oxidation state of Zn and Ga can also be
determined. The Zn 2p3/2 transition occurred around 1021.4 eV corresponding to Zn2+
in a ZnO environment (Fig. 4.1a). The positioning and shape of the Ga 2p3/2 peak
(approximately 1117.5 eV) indicates the presence of Ga3+ in an oxide environment
(Fig. 4.1b) and there was no observable shift in the peaks with varying dopant
concentrations. Fig. 4.1c shows the increasing Ga concentration in the doped films
as the triethyl gallium concentration was increased in the precursor solution. For
the Zn0.99Ga0.01O film (Fig. 4.1c(i)) the gallium peaks were too small to be quantified.
A study by Chen et al.135 suggests that at low gallium loading, although the gallium
may be present, XPS does not allow quantification of such low amounts and
therefore for their lowest doped film an estimate of the Ga content was taken from
an extrapolation of a linear relationship they found between the nominal Ga/Zn
molar ratio in the precursor solution and the amount found in the film. This is not
necessary here as we have values from EDX that indicates the presence of Ga in the
film. The oxygen 1s peak did not alter in peak position when the ZnO lattice was
doped, remaining at a value of about 530.2 eV.
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Fig. 4.1. Representative XPS spectra of (a) Zn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks, (b) Ga 2p 2p3/2
and 2p1/2 peaks and (c) the variation in Ga content in the films: (i) Zn0.99Ga0.01O (ii)
Zn0.95Ga0.05O (iii) Zn0.92Ga0.08O (iv) Zn0.84Ga0.16O.
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4.3.1.2 Crystal structure
The addition of dopants into a lattice disrupts the crystal structure, the extent
depending on the difference in the ionic radii of the dopant ions and those that they
replace in the lattice. The crystallinity of a material is seen from X-ray diffraction
patterns and Fig. 4.2 shows the patterns for the undoped ZnO and GZO thin films.
The patterns were compared to a standard ZnO126 and all films were polycrystalline,
matching to wurtzite zinc oxide. As expected, crystallinity decreased with increasing
dopant amounts, most notably at the highest dopant concentration, 16 at.%. The
mean crystallite diameters were calculated using the Scherrer equation and are given
in Table 4.2. A correlation was seen where the diameter decreased with increasing
amounts of dopant incorporation. This fits well with the notion that a decrease in
crystallite size reduces overall crystallinity. The Le Bail method was used to calculate
the lattice parameters of the films by modelling the XRD patterns. The substitution
of the Zn2+ ion (0.74 Å) with the smaller Ga3+ ion (0.62 Å) resulted in a predictable
contraction in the unit cell.

Fig. 4.2. XRD patterns of ZnO and GZO thin films deposited via dual source AACVD
system at 450 oC. (a) standard ZnO126 (b) undoped ZnO (c) Zn0.99Ga0.01O (d)
Zn0.95Ga0.05O (e) Zn0.92Ga0.08O (f) Zn0.84Ga0.16O.
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Table 4.2. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
ZnO and GZO thin films with different dopant concentrations of GaEt3.

Film
ZnO
Zn0.99Ga0.01O
Zn0.95Ga0.05O
Zn0.92Ga0.08O
Zn0.84Ga0.16O

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
23
20
20
17
9

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

Volume
contraction
/%

3.2542(2)
3.2500(1)
3.2493(1)
3.2469(2)
3.2515(5)

5.2110(2)
5.2063(7)
5.2058(7)
5.2013(12)
5.1685(17)

47.791(5)
47.625(6)
47.599(6)
47.487(10)
47.323(18)

0.34
0.40
0.64
0.98

The texture coefficients, based on the undoped ZnO film, were calculated for the
Zn0.99Ga0.01O, Zn0.95Ga0.05O and Zn0.92Ga0.08O films (Fig. 4.3). The calculation was not
performed on the Zn0.84Ga0.16O film due to the relatively poor crystallinity of the film,
as seen by the merging of the (002) and (101) peaks. The undoped zinc oxide film
showed preferred orientation along the (002) plane and was calculated against a
standard ZnO pattern.126 The film with the lowest dopant incorporated into the ZnO
lattice had preference along the (100), (101), (102) and (212) planes. The addition of 5
and 8 at.% Ga resulted in: a reduction in the coefficient of the preferred (101) plane;
a four-fold increase in preference of the (100) plane; and a preference in the (110)
plane. These findings align well with the patterns reported by Hu and Gordon who
although used atmospheric pressure CVD, reported similar gallium quantities111 and
Binions et al. who used aerosol assisted CVD to produce films with comparable
dopant amounts.148
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Fig. 4.3. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with different gallium
dopant amounts.

4.3.1.3 Surface morphology
The surface morphology and the thickness of the films were studied using top-down
and side on scanning electron microscope, respectively (Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.3). The
undoped ZnO thin film consisted of closely packed rounded clusters giving an
overall flat morphology. The morphology changed when the ZnO lattice was doped
with gallium. At the lowest dopant concentration, Zn0.99Ga0.01O, two distinct types
of particle shapes are seen: pointed pyramidal (~475 nm) and rice-grain like (~330520 nm) particles. Pyramidal morphology is known to be suited for solar cell
applications as this type of surface texture allows light scattering and trapping. 14
When doped with 5 at.% gallium, the film landscape was dominated by small, mainly
triangular, particles (~240 nm). The Zn0.92Ga0.08O film no longer exhibited the
defined particle shapes described above but showed particles that were more
rounded (~100-240 nm). Doping with 16 at.% resulted in a heterogenous morphology
consisting of discrete small particles sitting alongside irregular shaped dense
clusters.
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Fig. 4.4. Top down and side on SEM images of GZO thin films deposited via dual
source AACVD at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped ZnO (c,d) Zn0.99Ga0.01O (e,f) Zn0.95Ga0.05O
(g,h) Zn0.92Ga0.08O and (i,j) Zn0.84Ga0.16O.
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4.3.1.4 Optical measurements
Optical measurements of the undoped ZnO and GZO films were carried out using
UV/visible/infrared spectroscopy. All films showed high transmittance across the
visible (400-700 nm) range, above 80%, reaching a maximum of ~85% at the lower
dopant concentrations (Fig. 4.5). With the exception of 16 at.% Ga, the reflectance
property of the films in the infrared increased with dopant concentrations, reaching
a maximum of ~80%. Furthermore, for these films the onset of the plasma
absorption edge was blue shifted with increasing amounts of gallium dopant
concentration. The highest dopant amount, Zn0.84Ga0.16O, resulted in a red-shift
which coincides with a drop in charge carrier concentration (Fig. 4.5e and Table.
4.3), a factor known to affect the plasma edge. The band gap of each film was
calculated using the Tauc plot.13 The band gap was 3.3 eV for the nominally undoped,
Zn0.99Ga0.01O and Zn0.95Ga0.05O thin films and increased to 3.5 eV for the higher doped
Zn0.92Ga0.08O and Zn0.84Ga0.16O films. This follows the general trend of increasing
carrier concentration (as seen via the Hall effect measurements) with increasing Ga
in the ZnO films. Therefore, the increase in the optical band gap can be attributed
to the Moss-Burstein effect.
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Fig. 4.5. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air background
and the Tauc plots for ZnO and GZO thin films deposited at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped
ZnO (c,d) Zn0.99Ga0.01O (e,f) Zn0.95Ga0.05O (g,h) Zn0.92Ga0.08O (i,j) Zn0.84Ga0.16O.
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4.3.1.5 Electrical properties
Hall effect measurements identified all the films as n-type. As expected, the doped
films exhibited better electrical conductivities than the undoped ZnO (Table 4.3). It
is known that an increase in charge carrier concentration can lead to a reduction in
mobility as a consequence of grain boundaries trapping charge carriers and
increased frequency of collisions between charge carriers. This in turn would lead to
an increase in resistivity. The charge carrier concentration of the doped films
increased before decreasing for the highest dopant concentration. This could be a
consequence of the greater contraction of the lattice which despite containing the
highest amount of dopant, somehow leads to a hindrance in the availability of the
electrons to carry charge. However, this would require further investigation which
is beyond the scope of the thesis. The films with 5 at.% Ga or more showed a decrease
in mobility paralleled with an increase in resistivity. The film thicknesses calculated
from side on SEMs (Fig. 4.4) show films get thicker with increased dopant amounts.
Taking the thickness into account, the sheet resistance was calculated which showed
the lowest resistivity of 17.6 Ω -1 for the film with 5 at.% Ga. This represents a 3fold reduction in sheet resistance compared with the undoped ZnO film alongside a
3-fold increase in charge carrier concentration. The same film also had good optical
properties. For these reasons, the deposition conditions for this film were chosen to
investigate the properties of co-doped GFZO thin films.

Table 4.3. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of ZnO and GZO films. d,
film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.*
Film

d/nm

n/ ×1020 cm-3

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1

ZnO
Zn0.99Ga0.01O
Zn0.95Ga0.05O
Zn0.92Ga0.08O
Zn0.84Ga0.16O

400
400
450
600
600

1.362
2.963
4.230
6.547
4.716

21.4
15.1
18.7
7.7
6.8

/ ×10-3
Ω cm
2.142
1.399
0.790
1.239
1.936

Rsh/Ω -1
53.6
35.0
17.6
20.7
32.3

*

The electrical properties for the undoped ZnO thin film in this chapter differs from the
value given in Chapter 3, this is primarily due the slightly different synthetic procedure.
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4.3.2 AACVD of GFZO films
Based on the optimum conditions found for GZO thin films (5 mol.% triethyl gallium
in a diethyl zinc and toluene mixture), varying amounts of ammonium fluoride was
added to the dry methanol solution to produce co-doped thin films of GFZO. Films
were deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass at 450 oC using nitrogen as the carrier
gas.

4.3.2.1 Dopant quantities in the GFZO films
The conditions for the Zn0.95Ga0.05O film were replicated to produce films with 5 at.%
Ga which was doped with varying amounts of fluorine. The quantities of the dopants
were calculated using EDX for Ga and WDX for F (Table 4.4). Fluorine is a relatively
light element making it difficult to detect so sometimes requires the more sensitive
technique, WDX, to be analysed especially at dopant concentrations. EDX
confirmed the reproducibility of the film, where 5 mol.% Ga in solution resulted in
5 at.% in the bulk of the films. The fluorine content in the bulk was quantified by
WDX where 5, 10 and 20 mol.% F in solution gave 0.3, 1 and 2 at.% in the films,
respectively. As described in section 3.3.2 the availability of fluorine for
incorporating into the film is greatly restricted due to the decomposition of the
ammonium fluoride precursor into hydrogen fluoride (see Equation 3.1).
XPS was also used to determine the gallium concentration in the films by calculating
the amount from 200 second etch time (Table 4.4). Only one film showed the same
at.% of Ga determined by EDX and XPS as seen from the GZO films. In the other
two cases the XPS value was lower but no plausible explanation can be given for this
discrepancy. The surface of the films showed much lower Ga concentrations,
between 0.4-2 at.%, than in the bulk. The oxidation states were the same as before:
Zn2+ and Ga3+. The binding energy values of the Zn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks and O 1s
peak were unaltered from the GZO films. However, the Ga 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks
shifted to slightly higher energies (from 1117.3 eV to 1118.0 eV) with increasing
amounts of the more electronegative fluorine substituting for oxygen in the lattice.
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Table 4.4. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of gallium and
fluorine in the films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by energy dispersive X-ray,
wavelength dispersive X-ray and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy from 200 second
etch time.
mol.% of Ga
in solution

mol.% of F
in solution

5
5
5

5
10
20

at.% of Ga
determined
by EDX
5
5
5

at.% of Ga
determined
by XPS
1
2
5

at.% of F
determined
by WDX
0.3
1
2

4.3.2.2 Crystal structure
The X-ray diffraction patterns for the co-doped GFZO thin films are shown in Fig.
4.6. The films were polycrystalline with no significant observable deterioration in
crystallinity in comparison with the singly doped GZO film, Zn0.95Ga0.05O, possibly
due to the low dopant amounts of fluorine in the films. Other studies have shown
that doping with fluorine alone into a ZnO lattice can result in the broadening of
the XRD peaks and hence a reduction in crystallinity.117, 149 The mean crystallite sizes
showed no obvious correlation with dopant amounts, matching closely to undoped
ZnO (Table. 4.5). The substitution of the Zn2+ ion (0.74 Å) with the smaller Ga3+ ion
(0.62 Å) and O2- ion (1.24 Å) with the closely sized F- ion (1.17 Å) resulted in the
expected contraction of the unit cell.
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Fig. 4.6. XRD patterns of ZnO and GFZO thin films deposited via dual source
AACVD system at 450 oC. (a) standard ZnO126 (b) undoped ZnO (c)
Zn0.947Ga0.05F0.003O (d) Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O (e) Zn0.93Ga0.05F0.02O.

Table 4.5. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
ZnO and GFZO thin films with the 5 at.% gallium and varying dopant concentrations
of NH4F.

Film
ZnO
Zn0.947Ga0.05F0.003O
Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O
Zn0.93Ga0.05F0.02O

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
23
23
24
22

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

Volume
contraction
/%

3.2542(2)
3.2488(1)
3.2467(1)
3.2433(3)

5.2110(2)
5.2083(5)
5.2019(5)
5.1810(26)

47.791(5)
47.608(4)
47.494(5)
47.197(22)

0.38
0.62
1.25

Texture coefficient calculations showed that undoped ZnO thin film had preferred
growth orientation along the (002) plane whereas the co-doped films had growth
preference in the (100), (101) and (110) plane as exhibited by the singly doped
Zn0.95Ga0.05O film suggesting that fluorine has little or no influence on the growth of
the film (Fig. 4.7). This was also observed when ZnO was co-doped with Al and F
(Section 3.3.3.1.).
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Fig. 4.7. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with 5 at.% Ga and
different fluorine dopant amounts.

4.3.2.3 Surface morphology
The surface morphology and side on SEM of the co-doped GFZO films were
compared with the Zn0.95Ga0.05O film that showed the best optoelectronic properties
in section 4.3.1.3 (Fig. 4.8). The addition of fluorine resulted in the loss of the
sharpness of the particles causing them to become smooth edged. This is supported
by a study by Shi et al. who deposited GFZO films via a sputtering technique and
found that the morphology consisted of closely compact particles resulting in a
smooth surface. Furthermore, the particles showed greater variation in size.
Fluorine incorporation above 1 at.% resulted in a greater abundance of much smaller
irregular particles.
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Fig. 4.8. Top down and side on SEM images of GFZO thin films (compared with 5
at.% GZO) deposited via dual source AACVD at 450 oC. (a,b) Zn0.95Ga0.05O (c,d)
Zn0.947Ga0.05F0.003O (e,f) Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O and (g,h) Zn0.93Ga0.05F0.02O.
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4.3.2.4 Optical measurements
The gallium and fluorine co-doped films had high transmittance, 80-85%, across the
visible range (400-700 nm) and exhibited high reflectance in the infrared reaching a
maximum of ~80% (Fig. 4.9). The spectra obtained for the GFZO films were similar
to the single doped Zn0.95Ga0.05O film. The plasma absorption edge was blue shifted
compared with undoped ZnO but by a lesser extent when compared with the GZO
film exhibiting the best optoelectronic performance. The extent of the blue shift did
not always correspond to the expected trend between the wavelength and charge
carrier concentration (Section 1.1). The band gap was greater compared with the
singly doped GZO films (3.4 eV); the band gap was 3.6 eV for Zn 0.93Ga0.05F0.02O film
and 3.5 eV for the other two co-doped films.

Fig. 4.9. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air background
and the Tauc plots for ZnO and GFZO thin films deposited at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped
ZnO (c,d) Zn0.947Ga0.05F0.003O (e,f) Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O (g,h) Zn0.93Ga0.05F0.02O.
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4.3.2.5 Electrical properties
The co-doped films were also identified as n-type from the negative Hall coefficients
obtained from Hall effect measurements (Table 4.6). The charge carrier
concentration increased before decreasing with 2 at.% F present. Furthermore, the
Zn0.93Ga0.05F0.02O film had the lowest mobility and hence greatest resistivity. Again,
this can be attributed to the more marked lattice contraction reducing the
availability of charge carriers. Taking film thickness into consideration, which once
again increased with more dopant incorporation, the optimum film was found to be
Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O having a sheet resistance of 12.2 Ω -1 which is better than the
corresponding singly doped Zn0.93Ga0.05O film (Table 4.3). To my knowledge there is
only one published report on the production of GFZO films. Shi et al. deposited a
film via sputtering, a PVD technique, with high transmittance but with a resistivity
(19.7 Ω -1) higher than that reported in the present study.147

Table 4.6. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of ZnO and GFZO films.
d, film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.*

*

Film

d/nm

ZnO
Zn0.947Ga0.05F0.003O
Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O
Zn0.93Ga0.05F0.02O

400
450
500
600

n/ ×1020
cm-3
1.362
6.016
7.523
3.490

µ/cm2
V-1 s-1
21.4
13.17
13.63
10.94

/×10-3
Ω cm
2.142
0.788
0.609
1.635

Rsh/Ω -1
53.6
17.5
12.2
27.3

The electrical properties for the undoped ZnO thin film in this chapter differs from the
value given in Chapter 3, this is primarily due the slightly different synthetic procedure.
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4.4 Conclusions
Thin films of GZO and GFZO were deposited with excellent coverage and adherence
on glass substrates via aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD). The
composition of the films were quantified using EDX, WDX and XPS; triethyl gallium
proved to be an efficient precursor resulting in high transparent and conductive
films. The films were polycrystalline and as expected the unit cells underwent a
contraction. All the films in this chapter showed excellent transmittance in the
visible (>80%) and, apart from undoped ZnO and Zn0.99Ga0.01O, exhibited high
reflectance in the infrared. The plasma absorption edge was shifted to wavelengths
in the range 1100-1500 nm, with the greatest blue shift seen in the single doped
Zn0.95Ga0.05O film. This film also demonstrated the best sheet resistance of the singly
doped films. Therefore, the deposition conditions for the Zn0.95Ga0.05O film were
used to deposit co-doped films. The conductivities of the GFZO films were just as
impressive, with the addition of 1 at.% fluorine to the GZO lattice lowering
resistivity’s to 12.2 Ω -1. The surface morphology of the GZO films displayed a
variation in particle shape and size depending on atomic amounts of gallium
incorporated into the lattice. Upon co-doping with fluorine the particles became
smoother and more variable in size. Like the GZO films, the GFZO films also showed
high transmittance meeting the requirement of a TCO as well as having high
reflectance in the infrared region. The onset of the plasma absorption edge was
marginally red-shifted compared with the best performing GZO film, Zn0.95Ga0.05O,
however this was offset by the lower sheet resistance for the best GFZO film,
Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O. Hence, the optoelectronic properties can be tuned by varying the
dopant concentration.
Chapter 5 will move onto exploring the optoelectronic properties of doping the SnO2
lattice with antimony. Antimony is an ideal dopant because of its similar ionic radius
to that of tin and has been shown to be an effective dopant when films have been
deposited via a variety of methods but thus far none which employed AACVD. In
addition, due to already established excellent optoelectronic properties of fluorine
doped tin oxide (FTO), fluorine will be co-doped alongside antimony into SnO2.
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5
Antimony doped and antimony-fluorine
co-doped tin(IV) oxide thin films
This chapter explores the potential of antimony doped tin(IV) oxide (ATO) and
antimony and fluorine doped tin(IV) oxide (AFTO) thin films for architectural and
optoelectronic applications. The films were deposited using a standard single pot
aerosol assisted CVD resulting in stable coloured films achieving full coverage of the
substrate. The effects of dopant concentrations were analysed.

5.1 Introduction
Tin(IV) oxide, SnO2, is a wide band gap n-type semiconductor with a direct value of
3.6 eV. Tin doped indium oxide (ITO) is currently the market leader offering a wide
range of optoelectronic applications. However, the lower abundance and greater
cost of indium as well as the increasing demand for electronic devices requires
research into seeking comparable alternatives that are cost effective and
sustainable.6, 150 Thin films produced from SnO2 offer a wide range of applications
including solar cells, gas sensors, catalysis, electronics and optics.151, 152 In addition,
most architectural glass on building windows use tin-oxide based TCOs which are
increasingly in demand.65
The enhancement of electrical properties can be achieved by intrinsic defects,
including oxygen vacancies, or by introducing extrinsic defects through doping with
for example higher valency cations.153 The electrical resistivity is dependent on the
density of charge carriers and their mobility154 and for undoped SnO2 resistivity is
limited to 10-2 - 10-3 Ω cm.151 However, over-doping is not desirable as this is known
to increase electrical resistivity and reduce optical transparency.38, 155 Dopants such
as fluorine and antimony have been used to great effect in improving the n-type
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conductivity of SnO2 films.20, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160 Antimony-doped tin(IV) oxide (ATO)
materials have received particular attention in the production of coloured glass.20
The doped SnO2 structure contains Sb in the +3 and +5 states with Sb(V) responsible
for the enhancement of the electrical conductivity. The consensus is that both
oxidation states are present in the antimony doped films with more Sb5+ replacing
the Sn4+ site due to its smaller ionic radii (Sn4+ = 0.69 Å; Sb5+ = 0.60 Å; Sb3+ = 0.74 Å).

Fluorine doped tin(IV) oxide (FTO) films are commercially used for applications
such as solar cells and low emissivity coatings for windows. Fluorine is incorporated
into the lattice as each O2- ion (1.24 Å) is substituted with an F- ion (1.17 Å) and hence
introducing more free electrons. The best commercially available FTO films have a
sheet resistance in the range 7-15 Ω -1 (Pilkington NSG). Therefore, exploring the
possibility of improving the properties of such films by co-doping would be
attractive, particularly if the method employed to do so is also low cost. A number
of attempts have been made to produce co-doped AFTO films using a range of
precursors and deposition methods but with varying degrees of success. Gaewdang
and Wongcharoen found that their co-doped film had a resistivity value of 2.3 × 10-3
Ω cm which was inferior to their single-doped films.161 Whilst others have found
greater conductivities for their co-doped films, the conductivities for the singledoped films were not reported to allow comparison nor were the amounts of Sb or
F at.% present in the films.162, 163 Clearly, there is a need for a more comprehensive
study into the effects of co-doping with Sb and F into SnO2 for optoelectronic
applications.
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5.2 Experimental
The depositions in this chapter were carried out using the standard single pot
AACVD rig (Fig. 1.18) in a fume hood. An undoped tin(IV) oxide film was made from
the glass bubbler containing 0.30 g butyltin trichloride in 10 mL methanol (Scheme
8). When ATO and AFTO thin films were deposited the required mol% of
antimony(III) ethoxide for all films and ammonium fluoride for only the latter films
were added to the bubbler (Schemes 9 and 10). The precursors were all purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. The solvents were purchased from Fischer Scientific. All
depositions were carried out in air (≥99.9%) supplied by BOC at a flow rate of 1.0 L
min-1 and a temperature of 450 oC. The mist was produced using a humidifier and
transported to the reactor. The depositions usually lasted between 10-20 minutes.
The films were adherent with full coverage of the substrate and they were
transparent with a blue or black colouration for ATO and AFTO, respectively, which
darkened with increasing amounts of antimony incorporation into the SnO2 lattice.

Preliminary experiments were carried out using antimony(III) acetate and
antimony(V) chloride as dopant precursors but proved to be unsuccessful.
Furthermore, antimony(III) fluoride and antimony(V) fluoride were used in order to
co-dope using a single precursor. Unfortunately, the resultant films had no
detectable antimony.
The films discussed in the following chapter will be referred to as the amount of
dopant(s) found in the bulk of the film rather than the amount present in the
precursor solution.

5.2.1 Instrumental conditions
WDX calculations were carried out using the Phillips ESEM. The Sn, Sb and F at.%
was obtained from the Sn-Lα line (3444 eV), Sb-Lα (3605 eV) and F-Kα (676.8 eV) Xray emission lines, respectively.
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5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 AACVD of ATO films
Antimony doped tin(IV) oxide thin films were deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass
using butyltin trichloride and various mol.% amounts (5, 10, 15 and 20 mol.%) of the
antimony dopant, antimony(III) ethoxide, in a methanol solution at 450 oC using air
as the carrier gas.
Unlike diethylzinc which forms complex clusters when it reacts (Chapters 3 and 4),
butlytin trichloride reacts with antimony (III) ethoxide via a ligand exchange
mechanism.

5.3.1.1 Dopant quantities in the ATO films
Wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to determine the % antimony
content in the bulk of the films. In previous film analysis EDX has been used to
quantify at.% amounts of elements present in the film but this method was not
suitable for this system as the antimony peaks overlapped with the tin peaks thus
making the two elements indistinguishable. The results showed a positive
correlation between the concentration of Sb(OEt)3 in the precursor solution and the
concentration found in the films (Table 5.1). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
showed the presence of 1-2 at.% Sb on the surface of the film, suggesting that
Sb(OEt)3 does not surface segregate. The antimony amounts in the films were of the
same order when etched for 200 seconds.

Table 5.1. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of antimony in the
films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by wavelength dispersive X-ray and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy at the surface.
mol.% in solution

at.% determined by WDX

at.% determined by XPS

5
10
15
20

1
4
7
10

1
2
1
2

The oxidation state of the tin was confirmed to be Sn4+ with the Sn 3d5/2 peak centred
at 486.5–486.6 eV for all films therefore the presence of Sn2+ can be discounted. Due
to the heavy overlap between the Sb 3d5/2 and the O 1s transitions, the less intense
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Sb 3d3/2 peak was used to determine the position and intensity of the more intense
Sb 3d5/2. The overlapping Sb 3d5/2 and O 1s peak was modelled with a spin orbit split
of 9.39 eV and the Sb 3d5/2 peak intensity is 1.5 times greater than the Sb 3d3/2. Due
to the similar peak positions of the Sb(V) and Sb(III) it is not possible to determine
the oxidation state of Sb form XPS alone, especially at dopant concentrations where
signal to noise in the spectra can be low. For the Sb doped samples in this study the
Sb3/2 peaks appears between 539.3–539.6 eV.
Valence band (VB) photoelectron spectra for the undoped and ATO films are shown
in figure 5.1c. All spectra show the three peaks that are composed of O 2p states as
expected for SnO2. The overall O 2p band width is roughly 9 eV. Apart from some
peak broadening there was little change in the VB due to Sb doping. No electronic
states were detected within the band gap due to doping which is unusual as normally
a peak is expected 0.5 eV below the Fermi level indicating conduction band filling
upon semiconductor to metal transition. The absence of this peak maybe due to Sb
being primarily a bulk dopant in the AACVD grown films. This also follows from
core level XPS and WDX results that showed Sb levels at the surface being much
lower than in the bulk therefore suggesting bulk segregation.
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Fig. 5.1. Representative XPS spectra of (a) Sn 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks, (b) Sb 3d3/2 and
the overlap of O 1s with Sb 3d5/2 and (c) valence band spectra.
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5.3.1.2 Crystal structure
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the films showed all films were polycrystalline,
confirming the presence of the tetragonal rutile phase with no observable peaks for
a secondary SbOx phase (or a significant amorphous component) even at high
dopant concentrations (Fig, 5.2). The crystallinity of the films did not notably
decrease with increasing dopant amounts. The mean crystallite diameters were
calculated and are shown in Table 5.2. The mean crystallite size in the doped films
was slightly greater than the undoped SnO2 film, however no trend was seen with
regards to the varying dopant amounts. The greater crystallite size maybe a
consequence of the dynamics of film growth in forming a thicker film. The substrate
being amorphous would initially produce film layers with low crystallinity and in
turn smaller crystallite sizes. However, each subsequent layer would act as a
template for the next layer growth resulting in an increase in the crystallite size.
Hence, thicker films would have larger crystallite sizes, an effect previously observed
by Sathasivam et al.164 investigating the deposition of GaAs films via AACVD. Le Bail
modelling of the XRD patterns showed that doping of SnO2 with Sb generally results
in a contraction of the cassiterite unit cell (Table 5.2). This follows what is expected
for the substitutional doping of Sb5+ as its ionic radii is only 0.60 Å whereas Sn4+ is
0.69 Å. The apparent expansion observed in the unit cell of the Sn0.99Sb0.01O2 film is
probably a consequence of the tendency of Sb to remain in the +3 oxidation state at
lower dopant concentrations. At high Sb doping concentration (10 at.%) there was
an increase in unit cell size compared to 4 and 7 at.%, which is most likely due to
the incorporation of Sb3+ (radii of 0.74 Å) ions as well as the desired Sb5+ into the
lattice. The substitution of a smaller cation should also shift the XRD peaks to higher
angles. However, Li et al. explained why the shift is not always seen by suggesting
that interstitial Sb3+/Sb5+ might increase the cell volume, despite this process not
being energetically favourable, hence negating the apparent effect of the
substitution of Sn4+ with Sb5+.165
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Fig. 5.2. XRD patterns of SnO2 and ATO thin films deposited via single pot AACVD
system at 450 oC. (a) standard SnO2166 (b) undoped SnO2 (c) Sn0.99Sb0.01O2 (d)
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 (e) Sn0.93Sb0.07O2 (f) Sn0.90Sb0.10O2.

Table 5.2. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
SnO2 and ATO thin films with different dopant concentrations of Sb(OEt)3.

Film
SnO2
Sn0.99Sb0.01O2
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2
Sn0.93Sb0.07O2
Sn0.90Sb0.10O2

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
16
23
19
25
23

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

Volume
contraction
/%

4.7670(5)
4.7687(8)
4.7510(4)
4.7510(4)
4.7614(3)

3.1902(2)
3.1945(2)
3.1935(2)
3.1915(2)
3.1944(1)

72.493(14)
72.643(23)
72.081(11)
72.041(11)
72.421(8)

0.20 (expansion)
0.57
0.62
0.10

Texture coefficient calculations based on undoped SnO2 were calculated for the
doped ATO films (Fig. 5.3). All films, compared with a standard SnO2,166 showed no
or minimal growth along the (110) and (220) planes, respectively. Undoped SnO2
showed preference in growth along the (101) and (301) planes when compared to the
SnO2 standard pattern. The (101) plane was still preferred after doping but the (301)
plane became less preferred. An increase in growth preference was seen along the
(002) plane for the doped films. Despite there being a fair number of studies on ATO
films, there is no consistency in the reported preferred orientation of growth of the
films.167,

168, 169, 170

Presumably, many factors such as the deposition technique,
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deposition conditions, precursors and the substrate used have an influence on the
preferred orientation.129

Fig. 5.3. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with varying amounts
of Sb dopant in SnO2.

5.3.1.3 Surface morphology
The top-down surface morphology and side-on film thicknesses were analysed
through a scanning electron microscope (Fig. 5.4). Regardless of film composition,
the surface morphology of all the films was similar, which is in agreement with all
films having a preference in growth along the (301) plane (Section 5.3.1.2). The
morphology consisted of a heterogeneous distribution of clusters of irregular shaped
particles delineated by defined boundaries. The clusters varied in size, ranging from
60-380 nm with no evidence of any amorphous features. Side-on images of the films
revealed tooth-like features which were top heavy and increased in width with film
thickness. Therefore, the only notable influence of Sb doping was a large increase in
film thickness with dopant concentration (Table 5.4).
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Fig. 5.4. Top down and side on SEM images of ATO thin films deposited via single
pot AACVD at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.99Sb0.01O2 (e,f) Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 (g,h)
Sn0.93Sb0.07O2 (i,j) Sn0.90Sb0.10O2.
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5.3.1.4 Optical measurements
The optical characteristics were determined using UV/vis/IR spectroscopy (Fig. 5.6).
The greatest transmittance observed in the visible was seen in the undoped SnO2
film, a colourless transparent film, reaching a maximum of 85%. Upon doping with
antimony, the films had a blue colouration but remained transparent. However,
transparency in the visible reduced with increasing dopant concentration (Fig. 5.5
and Table 5.3). In contrast, the reflectance in the infrared more than doubled for the
doped films compared with the undoped SnO2, with Sn0.99Sb0.01O2 reaching an
approximate value of 70%. The intensity of the blue colouration increased with Sb
dopant amounts which correlated with the expected reduction observed in the band
gap (Table 5.3) which is also a feature commonly reported in literature regardless of
deposition method.156, 171, 172 There are many explanations that have been put forward
for this observation, the main reason being that Sb5+ is responsible for the bluish
colour due to absorbance of electrons in the conduction band of the
semiconductor.156, 157 In contrast, others suggest, based on the observed reduction in
conductivity that the darkening must be due to the presence of an increase in Sb3+
ions concentration.173 Naghavi et al. proposed that both ions, Sb5+ and Sb3+, have a
role in the darkening of the doped films by reducing the band gap – a consequence
of impurity levels created above and below the conduction band.174

Fig. 5.5. Photograph showing the colour and transparency of the ATO films with
increasing amount of dopant incorporation. (a) undoped SnO2 (b) Sn0.99Sb0.01O2 (c)
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 (d) Sn0.93Sb0.07O2 (e) Sn0.90Sb0.10O2.
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Table 5.3. Maximum transparency (%) across the visible (400-700 nm) and band
gaps for ATO thin films. The band gaps were obtained from a Tauc plot13 using
optical measurement data (Fig 5.6).
Film
SnO2
Sn0.99Sb0.01O2
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2
Sn0.93Sb0.07O2
Sn0.90Sb0.10O2

Transparency / %
85
80
65
50
45

Band gap / eV
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.4

Fig. 5.6. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air background
and Tauc plots for SnO2 and ATO thin films deposited at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped
SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.99Sb0.01O2 (e,f) Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 (g,h) Sn0.93Sb0.07O2 (i,j) Sn0.90Sb0.10O2.

5.3.1.5 Electrical properties
All ATO films were identified by Hall effect measurements as n-type. Doping with
antimony can dramatically reduce resistivity of the film compared with undoped
SnO2 (Table 5.4). In this instance, the trends in carrier concentration, mobility and
resistivities do not conform to the norm. The greatest charge carrier concentration,
11.670 × 1020 cm-3, was observed in the Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 film but greater than 4 at.% Sb
resulted in a reduction down to 5.764 × 1020 cm-3. An explanation for this may be due
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to the Sn4+ vacancies that can occur at higher Sb dopant concentrations and act as
charge neutralisation sites, reducing the carrier concentrations. This has been
observed in Sb doped ZnO films previously.175 The trend in mobility and conductivity
(inverse of resistivity) mirrored that of charge carrier concentration an observation
also seen in other systems including Mo doped In2O3.150 However, this goes against
the expected relationships between the three variables, where an increase in charge
carrier concentration would lead to a reduction in mobility and in turn an increase
in resistivity. It is important to state that there are two variables that need to be
considered in this system: the at.% of Sb and the ratio of Sb5+/Sb3+ present. It cannot
be assumed that this ratio remains constant in each of these films since it is known
that the ratio is dependent on the dopant level. Geraldo et al. reported that 85% of
Sb at dopant levels of 4 at.% or less is in the +5 oxidation state but the composition
changes at higher dopant levels.176 The thickness of these films varied drastically but
this was taken into consideration when calculating the sheet resistance. The best
electrical conductivity was seen in the film with 4 at.% Sb, Sn 0.96Sb0.04O2, having a
sheet resistance value of 9.0 Ω -1. On this basis, the deposition conditions used to
deposit this film formed the starting point for the production of AFTO films.

Table 5.4. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of SnO2 and ATO films. d,
film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.
Film

d/nm

SnO2
Sn0.99Sb0.01O2
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2
Sn0.93Sb0.07O2
Sn0.90Sb0.10O2

480
550
525
800
800
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n/ ×1020
cm-3
3.389
3.589
11.670
6.210
5.764

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1
10.4
6.9
11.4
6.2
3.1

/×10-3
Ω cm
1.779
2.533
0.471
1.615
3.444

Rsh/Ω -1
37.1
46.1
9.0
20.2
39.1

5.3.2 AACVD of AFTO films
Antimony and fluorine co-doped tin(IV) oxide thin films were deposited on SiO2
barrier coated glass based on the optimum conditions found for the ATO system (10
mol.% antimony(III) ethoxide in a butyltin trichloride and methanol solution).
Ammonium fluoride was added to the bubbler in 5, 10 and 20 mol.% amounts. Film
deposition were carried out at 450 oC using air as the carrier gas.

5.3.2.1 Dopant quantities in the AFTO films
Co-doped films of AFTO were deposited using a single solution containing a mixture
of 10 mol.% Sb(OEt)3 in methanol with varying amounts of NH4F. For reasons
mentioned above (Sections 5.3.1.1 and 4.3.2.1) WDX was used to quantify Sb and F
amounts in the films. (Table 5.5). In the single doped ATO film made using 10 mol.%
antimony solution, WDX identified 4 at.% Sb in the bulk of the film. However, when
co-doped with fluorine this was not reproducible and instead the three films made
contained variable amounts of Sb. The present study, to my knowledge, is the only
one that has varied the dopant amounts of fluorine whilst co-doping and hence it is
not possible to compare the divergence of the mol.% of Sb in solution and the at.%
found in the films. Therefore, it would be tenuous to suggest that the presence of
fluorine is in some way affecting the Sb incorporation. WDX was also used to
quantify the amounts of fluorine in the films and section 3.3.2 explains the low F
dopant incorporation into the lattice compared with the mol.% amounts in the
precursor solution. XPS was also used to determine the antimony concentration in
the films by calculating the amount from 200 second etch time (Table 5.5). An
analysis of XPS data from the surface of the films showed no detectable antimony.

Table 5.5. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of antimony and
fluorine in the films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by wavelength dispersive Xray and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy from 200 second etch time.
mol.% of Sb
in solution

mol.% of F
in solution

10
10
10

5
10
20

at.% of Sb
determined
by WDX
1
3
5

at.% of Sb
determined
by XPS
1
1
2

at.% of F
determined
by WDX
1
1
2
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5.3.2.2 Crystal structure
Co-doping the films resulted in a greater disruption in the lattice structure
compared with singly doped ATO, resulting in less crystalline XRD patterns (Fig.
5.7). Overall, the patterns matched that of cassiterite SnO2. Furthermore, despite the
number of atoms substituted into the lattice remaining the same for the
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 and Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2, the XRD pattern was more disrupted for the
latter film. This discrepancy could be due to the influence of the +5 oxidation state
of antimony on the fluoride ion which would not have been the case when fluorine
had been co-doped with Al or Ga, which only exist in the +3 state. The mean
crystallite diameters (Table 5.6) markedly decreased with increasing number of
dopant atoms incorporating into the film lattice which correlated with a decrease in
crystallinity as shown by XRD. The unit cells of the films, calculated as before,
showed a contraction (Table 5.6). This suggests that more of the smaller Sb5+ is
substituting the Sn4+ ion. However, it is still possible that a mixture of Sb5+/Sb3+ is
being incorporated when more than 1 at.% Sb is present because the relative
difference in ionic sizes of Sn4+ to Sb5+ and Sn4+ to Sb3+ will overall still give a
contraction unless the majority of the replaced ions are Sb3+. Furthermore, any
amount of fluorine introduced into the lattice will result in a contraction because of
its smaller radius compared with the substituted oxide ion.

Fig. 5.7. XRD patterns of SnO2 and AFTO thin films deposited via single pot AACVD
system at 450 oC. (a) standard SnO2166 (b) undoped SnO2 (c) Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2 (d)
Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2 (e) Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2.
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Table 5.6. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
SnO2 and AFTO thin films with different dopant concentrations of Sb(OEt)3 and
NH4F.

Film
SnO2
Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2
Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2
Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
16
11
6
8

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

Volume
contraction
/%

4.7670(5)
4.7605(10)
4.7648(22)
4.7755(19)

3.1902(2)
3.1900(7)
3.1709(18)
3.1660(15)

72.493(14)
72.292(24)
71.990(51)
72.201(41)

0.27
0.68
0.61

Fig. 5.8 shows the preference in plane growth of the co-doped films. In the undoped
SnO2 and AFTO films there was no growth in the (111) and (220) planes, whereas
whilst present in SnO2 no growth was also seen along the (200) and (002) planes in
the co-doped films. Furthermore, growth along the (110) plane was only present in
the AFTO films. Lastly, apart from Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2, the other co-doped films,
containing greater amounts of antimony, growth along the (310) plane was absent.
Compared with ATO films, co-doping has a more profound effect on the preferential
growth of the films, namely more of the planes are absent.

Fig. 5.8. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with varying amounts
of Sb and F dopants in SnO2.
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5.3.2.3 Surface morphology
When compared with undoped SnO2 and ATO films, the morphologies of the codoped films markedly changed (Fig. 5.9). The AFTO films appeared more uniform,
with regards to particle shape and size, with increasing amounts of antimony
incorporation into the SnO2 lattice. The Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2 film surface morphology
showed a diverse range of particles that appear more protruding like hence giving
film an uneven surface. This is further supported by the mountainous appearance
seen in the side-on SEM image (Fig. 5.9c and d). As the antimony dopant increased
(and fluorine dopant remaining the same) there was a noticeable absence of the
larger particles and hence fewer protrusions which is supported by the image seen
in Fig. 5.9f. AFTO films made by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis also showed a reduction
in particle size with increasing Sb dopant concentration.161 The morphology of the
Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2 film showed a greater consistency in particle shape and size, with
most of the particles having a rice grain appearance and measuring at an average of
360 nm in length (Fig. 5.9g). Co-doping with Sb and F resulted in thick films even at
lower concentrations (Table 5.8).
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Fig. 5.9. Top down and side on SEM images of AFTO thin films deposited via single
pot AACVD at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2 (e,f)
Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2 (g,h) Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2.
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5.3.2.4 Optical measurements
Optical measurements, taken using UV/vis/IR spectroscopy, showed the percentage
transparency in the visible to reduce by more than half compared with undoped
SnO2 (Fig. 5.10) and lower than that of the highest Sb at.% single doped film. The
AFTO films were transparent and near-black in colour with transmittance
remaining very similar regardless of atomic composition of the films, reaching a
maximum of 40%. The reduction in transparency and the blackening of AFTO films
has been reported by others.161 Kojima et al. states that the blackening of the films is
attributed to the coexistence of the two different oxidation states of the Sb ion, 5+
and 3+.173 The reflectance properties of the films was greater but variable than
undoped SnO2, however there was no obvious trend to report. Furthermore, as
expected, the band gaps of these films decreased compared with SnO2 (Table 5.7).

Table 5.7. Maximum transparency (%) across the visible (400-700 nm) and band
gaps for AFTO thin films. The band gaps were obtained from a Tauc plot13 using
optical measurement data (Fig. 5.10).
Film
SnO2
Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2
Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2
Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2
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Transparency / %
85
36
35
40

Band gap / eV
3.6
3.3
3.2
3.4

Fig. 5.10. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air
background and the Tauc plots for SnO2 and AFTO thin films deposited at 450 oC.
(a,b) undoped SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2 (e,f) Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2 (g,h)
Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2.
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5.3.2.5 Electrical properties
n-type AFTO films showed lower sheet resistances compared with undoped SnO2
(Table 5.8). Unexpectedly, co-doping the ATO films with fluorine did not further
enhance electrical properties particularly since FTO is a widely used commercial
TCO with excellent optoelectronic properties where electrical resistivities as low as
7 Ω -1 (TEC 7). The sheet resistance was found to be lowest for Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2
with a value of 19.4 Ω -1. However, this was no better than the lowest value obtained
from single doped ATO films, an observation reported by others who found that
single doped ATO and FTO are superior than the combination of both dopants in
one film.161 The mobility of the films continues to remain low with values similar to
those of Sn0.90Sb0.10O2 film, however this is not entirely unexpected since the charge
carrier concentration was greater for the AFTO films than the undoped SnO2 film.
Except for Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2, which had a greater resistivity, the values for the other
films were similar to SnO2.

Table 5.8. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of SnO2 and AFTO films.
d, film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.
Film

d/nm

SnO2
Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2
Sn0.96Sb0.03F0.01O2
Sn0.93Sb0.05F0.02O2

480
880
760
780

n/ ×1020
cm-3
3.389
8.483
7.458
7.095

µ/cm2
V-1 s-1
10.4
4.3
3.4
5.1

/×10-3
Ω cm
1.779
1.708
2.473
1.724

Rsh/Ω -1
37.1
19.4
32.5
34.8

5.4 Conclusions
Single doped ATO and co-doped AFTO films were successfully deposited using a
simple single pot aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) technique.
The chemicals used (butyltin trichloride, antimony(III) ethoxide and ammonium
fluoride) were cost effective and safe to handle. Antimony(III) ethoxide as well as
the delivery method facilitated by AACVD, proved to be an effective doping system.
This system produced coloured glass with good transparency, namely blue and black
where the intensity of the colour can be altered by changing the dopant
concentrations that are incorporated into the SnO2 lattice. Coloured glass has an
obvious application in architectural features, which combined with its electrical
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properties can lead them to use in a wider range of applications. The ATO films were
all polycrystalline but unlike SnO2, showed no growth in the (110) and (220) planes.
The morphologies of these films were similar regardless of film composition and the
films got thicker with increasing dopant amounts. The single doped films were blue
and got darker (reduced transmittance in the visible) with increasing dopant
incorporation and hence a reduction in the band gap was seen. The lowest sheet
resistance of 9.0  -1 was achieved with the Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 film. Adding a second
dopant into the precursor solution did not produce the consistency expected
between the concentration of dopant in the solution and the amount incorporated
in the film. The SnO2 lattice of the AFTO films was disrupted resulting in a less
crystalline lattice as well as the absence of growth along the (111) and (220) planes. A
change in morphology was seen compared with the single doped films where the
distribution of particles appeared more uniform. The AFTO films were black, with a
maximum transmittance of 40% and a further reduction in the band gap was
measured. The lowest sheet resistance measured for these films was 19.4  -1 for
the Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2 film. Surprisingly, the film with the best optoelectronic
properties in the realm of TCO’s was the single doped film, Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 rather than
a film containing fluorine as the second dopant particularly as FTO is a widely
known commercial TCO. The lack of similar studies makes it difficult to explain our
unexpected results. However, it is worth noting that it is possible that the best AFTO
film is yet to be made and these co-doped films may not be comparable to each other
as the composition of the two oxidation states of the antimony ions present is
unknown in the films reported in this chapter.
Chapter 6 will extend the present study by investigating doping the SnO2 lattice with
tungsten alone and as a co-dopant with fluorine. Tungsten is a promising dopant
because in its favourable +6 oxidation state each ion can donate two electrons into
the conduction band when substituted for tin. Hence, the carrier concentration can
be significantly enhanced without the need for high dopant incorporation.
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6
Tungsten doped and tungsten-fluorine codoped tin(IV) oxide thin films
Chapter 6 explores the optoelectronic characteristics of tungsten doped tin(IV)
oxide (WTO) and tungsten-fluorine co-doped tin(IV) oxide (WFTO) deposited via
aerosol assisted CVD (AACVD). The co-doped films were based on the conditions
employed to produce the optimum WTO film. These films were compared with the
properties of commercially available FTO.

6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, antimony was successfully doped into SnO2 improving its conductivity
and producing a coloured film with applications in architectural glass coatings. The
maximum oxidation state exhibited by antimony is +5 and its smaller ionic radius
makes it an ideal dopant for n-type conductivity. It would be desirable to produce a
thin film based on SnO2 with comparable electrical properties with that of the best
ATO film but with higher optical transparency, meeting the requirement of >80%.
Like antimony, tungsten can also exist in various oxidation states with W6+ being
the most common and having an ionic radius of 0.60 Å which makes tungsten a
promising dopant for replacing the slightly larger Sn4+ ion (0.69 Å) in the SnO2
lattice. Tungsten has been shown to be a good dopant for producing TCOs based on
In2O3 and TiO2.177, 178 The relative expense and scarcity of indium inhibits its longterm use which means alternatives such as SnO2 need to be investigated (see Section
1.5). There have been a handful of studies producing and characterising tungsten
doped tin(IV) oxide (WTO) thin films employing a variety of deposition methods
including sputtering, sol-gel, chemical bath, pulsed plasma, chemical vapour
deposition and spray pyrolysis.64, 178, 179, 180, 181 Most of these studies produced their
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best films using low dopant amounts of tungsten, with the lowest reported resistivity
of 6.67 × 10-4  cm, better than undoped SnO2 thin films.182 The low dopant amount
in the films still gave rise to relatively high conductivities since there is a valence
difference of two between the Sn4+ and W6+ ions. This difference is larger than
common doped films like AZO and ATO where the charge carrier concentration is
lower for dopant amounts equal to that of tungsten.182, 183
The following chapter investigates the use of aerosol assisted chemical vapour
deposition (AACVD) of tungsten doped and, tungsten and fluorine co-doped tin(IV)
oxide thin films. Comparing existing studies on WTO films it is apparent that
deposition methods greatly influences the optoelectronic properties of the films. For
example, studies by Huang et al. using the two different techniques, pulsed plasma
and sol-gel dip coating, reported values for resistivity, mobility and charge carrier
concentration for their best WTO films. The latter deposition method produced an
inferior film with a resistivity and charge carrier concentration 10-fold lower as well
as a 75% reduction in mobility.182, 183 The present study, to my knowledge, is the first
to deposit WTO films using AACVD, a simple cost-effective technique in which film
properties can be controlled and optimised. Based on the conditions required for
the optimum WTO film, co-doping with W and F into a SnO2 unit cell will be
investigated. Fluorine doped SnO2 is an established commercial coating since the
incorporation of fluorine into the lattice increases the number of free electrons by
substituting O2- for F-. Thus far only one study, published in 2014, that I am aware
of, has co-doped tungsten and fluorine into tin(IV) oxide (WFTO) via a spray
pyrolysis method and found resistivity was lower than that of commercial fluorine
doped tin(IV) oxide (FTO).184 As reported in Chapter 5, co-doping fluorine alongside
antimony into SnO2 did not improve the optoelectronic properties of the resultant
films compared with the singly doped ATO films. Therefore, it would be worthwhile
to investigate if this is still the case with WFTO films deposited via AACVD.
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6.2 Experimental
The films discussed in this chapter were deposited using a simple single pot AACVD
set-up (Fig. 1.18) in a fume hood. An undoped tin(IV) oxide film was made from the
glass bubbler containing 0.30 g butyltin trichloride in 20 mL methanol (Scheme 11).
WTO films were produced by adding the desired dopant amounts of tungsten(VI)
hexacarbonyl to the bubbler (Scheme 12). WFTO films required the addition of
tungsten(VI) hexacarbonyl as well as ammonium fluoride precursor, in varying
mol.% amounts, into the bubbler (Scheme 13). Before each deposition, the solution
in the bubbler was sonicated for 10 minutes. The precursors were all purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. The solvents were purchased from Fischer Scientific. All the films
were produced at 450 oC in air at a flow rate of 1.5 L min-1 (≥99.9% supplied by BOC).
A humidifier was used to turn the solution into an aerosol which was transported in
the carrier gas into the deposition chamber, lasting approximately 20-30 minutes by
which time all the solution had been depleted. All the films, WTO and WFTO, were
adherent with full coverage of the substrate and were colourless.

Other precursors for the dopant that were explored include tungsten(VI) ethoxide
and ammonium tungstate. However, these either did not produce films with
identifiable quantities of the dopant or had conductivities too low for consideration.
The films discussed in the following chapter will be referred to as the amount of
dopant(s) found in the bulk of the film rather than the amount present in the
precursor solution.

6.2.1 Instrumental conditions
EDX and WDX calculations were carried out using the JEOL JSM-6301F field
emission and Phillips ESEM, respectively. The Sn, W and F at.% was obtained from
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the Sn-Lα line (3444 eV), W-Lα (8398 eV) and F-Kα (676.8 eV) X-ray emission lines,
respectively.

6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 AACVD of WTO films
Tungsten doped tin(IV) oxide thin films were deposited on SiO2 barrier coated glass
by adding varying mol.% amounts (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 and 1%) of tungsten(VI)
hexacarbonyl, W(CO)6, into a butyltin trichloride and methanol solution.
Depositions were carried out in air and at 450 oC. The film deposited using 0.1 mol.%
W(CO)6 in solution was found not to have detectable levels of tungsten and hence
the outcome of further analysis will not be discussed. However, it is worth noting
that the electrical conductivity of this film (25.4  -1) was better than undoped
SnO2.
Another noteworthy observation, made in a preliminary investigation, was that
when using a reduced flow rate of 1.0 L min-1 of air resulted in films consisting of two
regions. The inlet side of the film was yellow and transparent and the outlet end of
the film was colourless. XPS showed that the yellow films contained a greater
amount of tungsten corresponding to W6+. In addition, the conductivity of the
yellow regions was substantially inferior, reaching k values using the 2-point
probe. This is a characteristic of over doping films which commonly results in a
deterioration in the film structure.108 To achieve a consistent film to allow a reliable
analysis, the effect of varying the carrier gas flow rate was investigated. Visibly
uniform films were achieved with a flow rate of 1.5 L min-1.

6.3.1.1 Dopant quantities of the WTO films
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to determine the at.% of tungsten
incorporated into the films. Dopant amounts in solution used in this system has
been considerably lower than mol.% previously used in the other systems
investigated (Chapters 3-5) to give similar at.% amounts in the films. For example, a
5 mol.% solution of antimony(III) ethoxide resulted in 1 at.% Sb in the ATO film. In
contrast, to achieve the same at.% of W in WTO film, a much lower mol.% solution
of tungsten(VI) hexacarbonyl was required (Table 6.1). X-ray photoelectron
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spectroscopy analysed the oxidation state at the surface and elemental composition
of the films at 400 seconds etch time. There was a positive correlation, confirmed by
EDX and XPS, between the mol.% of the tungsten dopant in solution and the at.%
of tungsten found in the films. The discrepancy in the at.% values given by the two
methods is attributed to the nature by which each film is analysed (Section 4.3.1.1).
The oxidation state can only be calculated from data at the surface as etching the
films leads to a reduction in the elements state due to preferential etching of oxygen
over metals. The oxidation state of tin was confirmed to be Sn4+ with the Sn 3d5/2 and
Sn 3d3/2 peak centred at 486.1 eV and 494.4 eV, respectively, for all films (Fig. 6.1a).
The O 1s peak had a binding energy value between 529.8-530.4 eV. The film with the
lowest amount of tungsten in solution showed no tungsten at the surface. A small
amount of tungsten was detected at the surface for the films deposited using 0.5
mol.% and 0.7 mol.% W(CO)6, which was too low to allow accurate modelling of the
proportion of each oxidation state. A study by Yang et al. found no W 4f peaks below
2 at.% in the film.185 The film with the highest dopant amount, 1 mol.% in solution,
showed tungsten in the +4 and +6 oxidation states with the 4f7/2 peak having binding
energies of 34.3 and 35.8 eV, respectively (Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.1b). It has been
reported that doping beyond 2 at.% W leads to some of the W6+ being reduced to
lower valence states.184

Table 6.1. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of tungsten in the
films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by energy dispersive X-ray and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy at 400 seconds etch time and at the surface for the
varying oxidation states.
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mol.% in
solution

at.% determined
by EDX

0.2
0.5
0.7
1.0

1
1.5
2
3

at.%
determined by
XPS
0.2
0.6
0.8
3.1

at.% determined
by XPS at the
surface
+4

+6

0.5

3.7

Fig. 6.1. Representative XPS spectra of (a) Sn 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks and (b) W 4f7/2
and 4f5/2 peaks showing the two different oxidation state peaks.
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6.3.1.2 Crystal structure
The crystal structure of the films was determined via data collected using X-ray
diffraction (Fig. 6.2). As previously found in Chapter 5, the XRD patterns of all films
were polycrystalline and matched that of tetragonal rutile SnO2. The crystallinity of
the films remained unaltered regardless of film composition, a finding reported by
others.182 This could be attributed to the relatively small amount of tungsten
incorporated into the SnO2 lattice. The mean crystallite size from the WTO films
was equal to or greater than that of undoped SnO2 however the relatively large
variation observed in calculating each mean crystallite diameter negates the
apparent differences recorded in Table 6.2. The percentage unit cell contraction was
calculated from the XRD data fitted using the Le Bail method. As expected, the
percentage contraction increased with dopant concentrations incorporated into the
film since the ionic radius of W6+(0.60 Å) is smaller than the substituted ion, Sn4+
(0.69 Å). The small differences in percentage contraction maybe due to the presence
of both oxidation states, +4 and +6, as found with the 3 at.% WTO film. Furthermore,
it should be noted that the error calculated for the contraction observed in the SnO2
unit cell is relatively large hence having an effect on the values obtained for the unit
cell size of the crystal structure of the doped films.

Fig. 6.2. XRD patterns of SnO2 and WTO thin films deposited via single pot AACVD
system at 450 oC. (a) standard SnO2166 (b) undoped SnO2 (c) Sn0.99W0.01O2 (d)
Sn0.985W0.015O2 (e) Sn0.98W0.02O2 (f) Sn0.97W0.03O2.
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Table 6.2. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
SnO2 and WTO thin films with different dopant concentrations of W(CO)6.

Film
SnO2
Sn0.99W0.01O2
Sn0.985W0.015O2
Sn0.98W0.02O2
Sn0.97W0.03O2

Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
18
25
26
21
18

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

Volume
contraction
/%

4.7594(12)
4.7493(3)
4.7464(2)
4.7446(5)
4.7494(4)

3.1891(7)
3.1928(3)
3.1960(3)
3.1960(5)
3.1892(3)

72.239(31)
72.018(9)
72.001(7)
71.947(11)
71.937(11)

0.31
0.33
0.40
0.42

The preferred plane growth of the WTO films was compared with undoped SnO2
which has growth preference in the (101), (200), (211), (310) and (301) planes. The
intensity of the (101) plane was almost double that of the other preferred planes.
Interestingly, when the films were doped the (101) plane as well as the (301) plane
weakened. The intensity of the (211) and (310) planes were similar to undoped SnO2.
However, the intensity of the (200) plane increases when doped, doubling with 1.5
at.% tungsten before steadily declining to a value half that of undoped SnO2 at the
highest dopant amount, 3 at.%. The preferred orientations of the tetragonal rutile
tin(IV) oxide varies from study to study, highlighting the significance of the
deposition method employed effecting the growth of the films.64, 182, 186 Of these
studies, Kumar et al. also reported that the (200) plane increases “remarkably” with
tungsten doping.186 Preferential growth has an impact on the physical properties of
the films, for example the (200) plane in SnO2 has been reported to influence the
electrical mobility.187
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Fig. 6.3. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with varying amounts
of W dopant in SnO2.

6.3.1.3 Surface morphology
The morphology of these films was observed top-down and side-on through a
scanning electron microscope (Fig. 6.4). Undoped SnO2 was deposited at a flow rate
of 1.5 L min-1 instead of 1.0 L min-1 as used in Chapter 5. This variable alone seems to
have influenced film morphology. At the greater flow rate, the range of particle sizes
was narrower (from 50-260 nm) and the shape, while irregular, was more defined.
In general, doping caused the particle size range to increase. The film with 1 at.% W
incorporated into the SnO2 lattice, there was a noticeable increase in the amount of
larger particles in the size range of 300-360 nm (Fig 6.4c). As the atomic percentage
of W increased to 1.5, the absence of smaller particles was more notable as well as
the upper particle size limit reaching approximately 420 nm (Fig 6.4e). At 2 at.%,
the modal particle size reduced to values between 200-300 nm (Fig 6.4g). In the film
with the highest W dopant amounts the particles coalesced more making particle
separation less obvious (Fig 6.4i). The observed decrease in particle size beyond 1.5
at.% tungsten could be a result of a limitation in grain growth attributed to a
disruption in the lattice with increasing amounts of W atoms.181 Side-on images show
consistency in thickness of the SnO2 and WTO films (Table 6.3).
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Fig. 6.4. Top down and side on SEM images of WTO thin films deposited via single
pot AACVD at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.99W0.01O2 (e,f) Sn0.985W0.015O2
(g,h) Sn0.98W0.02O2 and (i,j) Sn0.97W0.03O2.
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6.3.1.4 Optical measurements
The optical measurements of the undoped SnO2 and WTO films were obtained using
a UV/visible/IR spectrometer (Fig. 6.5). All the films were highly transparent and
colourless. There was a marginal linear decline in the transparency of the films with
increasing amount of dopant incorporation (from 85% to 77%). Maximum
reflectance in the infrared region of 45% was achieved when the films were doped
regardless of dopant amounts. In contrast to the undoped SnO2 film produced in
Chapter 5, the present film did not show a crossing over of the transmittance and
reflectance curves within the IR range analysed. This is a likely consequence of the
higher flow rate (1.5 L min-1) used during deposition as a plasma band onset of
increased reflectance towards the infrared was seen when the lower flow rate (1.0 L
min-1) was used to deposit a SnO2 in a preliminary experiment for this chapter hence
showing the impact flow rate has on growth. As mentioned previously (Section
6.3.1.2), the planes in which the film grows effects its physical properties. From the
two undoped SnO2 films (Chapter 5 and present chapter), preferential growth was
found to be different for the two flow rates. The cross over between transmittance
and reflectance was seen in the WTO films around 2300 nm, with no apparent shift
as a function of dopant quantities. Despite the small decrease seen in transparency
with dopant amounts, the band gap remained unchanged, matching that of undoped
SnO2 (3.6 eV).
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Fig. 6.5. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air background
and the Tauc plots for SnO2 and WTO thin films deposited at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped
SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.99W0.01O2 (e,f) Sn0.985W0.015O2 (g,h) Sn0.98W0.02O2 (i,j) Sn0.97W0.03O2.

6.3.1.5 Electrical properties
The WTO films were all identified as n-type. The films were all roughly the same
thickness ranging from 500–540 nm (Table 6.3). Doping with tungsten can lead to
reduced resistivities if the number of free charge carriers increases, which is the case
if the tungsten is present in an oxidation state above +4. However, high dopant
amounts are known to have a detrimental effect on optoelectronic properties.
Doping the films resulted in an increase in charge carrier concentration until 1.5 at.%
tungsten before reducing again. The trend in conductivity tracked that of carrier
concentration but in this study mobility remained similar to undoped SnO2 for WTO
films with up to 3 at.% tungsten. This is unusual as one would expect the mobility
to decrease with an increase in carrier concentration due to collisions between
charge carriers or the presence of grain boundaries trapping charge carriers. The
trend found in the preferred growth planes could explain this observation. The (200)
plane has been reported to increase mobility which would explain why mobility had
not decreased in the WTO films.187 In figure 6.3, the (200) plane is favoured over all
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others for the doped films until dopant amounts reached 3 at.% (Sn0.97W0.03O2),
where the (200) plane had significantly reduced preference; this corresponds to an
accompanying reduction in mobility. It has been also been reported that doping
beyond 2 at.% W leads to some of the W6+ being reduced to lower valence states
which results in the formation of acceptor states and loss of carriers and hence
increase in sheet resistance.184 This is what was seen in the present study, where a
mixture of W6+ and W4+ was detected by XPS (Table 6.1) and a reduction was seen
in carrier concentration as well as an increase in sheet resistance. Doping tin(IV)
oxide with tungsten decreased resistivity by approximately 3-fold with the 1.5 at.%
tungsten film, Sn0.985W0.015O2, having the optimal sheet resistance of 11.4 Ω -1. The
deposition conditions used for making this film were carried forward to investigate
the co-doping of tungsten and fluorine into the SnO2 lattice.

Table 6.3. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of SnO2 and WTO films.
d, film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility; ρ, bulk
resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.*
Film

d/nm

n/ × 1020 cm-3

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1

SnO2
Sn0.99W0.01O2
Sn0.985W0.015O2
Sn0.98W0.02O2
Sn0.97W0.03O2

500
500
520
500
540

1.100
2.328
3.664
2.483
2.566

29.6
33.9
28.9
29.7
10.3

*

/×10-3
Ω cm
1.917
0.791
0.590
0.848
2.368

Rsh/Ω -1
38.3
15.8
11.4
17.0
43.9

The electrical properties for the undoped SnO2 thin film in this chapter differs from the
value given in Chapter 5, this is primarily due the slightly different synthetic procedure.
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6.3.2 AACVD of WFTO films
Co-doped tungsten and fluorine tin(IV) oxide thin films were deposited based on
the conditions used to produce the optimum WTO film, Sn0.985W0.015O2. The
conditions for this film was 0.5 mol.% tungsten hexacarbonyl in a butyltin
trichloride and methanol solution deposited at 450 oC on barrier coated glass using
1.5 L min-1 air. To deposit WFTO films varying amounts of ammonium fluoride (10,
20 and 30 mol.%) was added to the solution.

6.3.2.1 Dopant quantities of the WFTO films
The WFTO films were analysed by EDX, XPS and WDX for the percentage
composition of W in bulk, W at the surface and 400 seconds etch time and F in bulk,
respectively. Like the GFZO films but unlike the AFTO films discussed in Chapters
4 and 5, respectively, the WFTO films, as confirmed by EDX, had good
reproducibility for incorporating the amount of tungsten to match the optimum
single doped film (Table 6.4). The oxidation state of tin was confirmed as +4 for all
films from XPS where the Sn 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks adopted binding energy values in
the ranges 483.1-486.3 eV and 494.5-494.7 eV, respectively. The O 1s peak appeared
between 529.7-529.9 eV. XPS did not detect W at the surface for the films with 10
and 30 mol.% F, and hence the oxidation state cannot be determined. However, the
film with 20 mol.% F found an appreciable amount of W at the surface that allowed
the peaks to be modelled; 4.2 at.% W was found with 0.8 at.% as W4+ and 3.4 at.% as
W6+. The W 4f7/2 and W 4f5/2 XPS peaks had binding energy values of 35.4 and 37.5
eV, respectively. The films were also analysed at 400 seconds etch time and there
was an apparent reduction in at.% W detected with increasing mol.% of F. Unlike
EDX which gives a more representative elemental composition value because it
analyses the bulk material, XPS looks at a surface as specified by the etch time. A
surprising finding is the reduction in fluorine incorporation with increasing fluorine
mol.% in solution. Whilst there is no logical reason for this, the optoelectronic
properties were still investigated.
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Table 6.4. The relationship between mol.% in solution and at.% of tungsten and
fluorine in the films, deposited at 450 oC, determined by energy dispersive X-ray,
wavelength dispersive X-ray and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy at 400 seconds
etch time.
mol.% of W
in solution

mol.% of F
in solution

0.5
0.5
0.5

10
20
30

at.% of W
determined
by EDX
1.5
1.5
1.5

at.% of W
determined by
XPS
0.5
0.8
0.4

at.% of F
determined
by WDX
1.1
0.8
0.5

6.3.2.2 Crystal structure
Adding a second dopant the films remained polycrystalline, matching the lattice
structure of tetragonal rutile SnO2 (Fig. 6.6). The crystallite size calculated for the
WFTO films were in the same range as those found in the singe doped WTO films
(Table 6.5). The unexpected discrepancy observed for the change in unit cell is
unlikely to be a real phenomenon for two reasons: As the error value in the
calculated unit cell volume for undoped SnO2 is large, the percentage change in
volume for the co-doped films relative to the undoped SnO2 would also have large
associated errors. Secondly, the software (GSAS and EXPGUI), used to fit the XRD
data in order to calculate the unit cell volume, requires a certain level of human
judgement which together with the numerous variables involved in the calculation
can result in estimations that give marginal results (Table 6.5). Therefore, in this
instance the values for percentage volume change should be interpreted tentatively.
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Fig. 6.6. XRD patterns of SnO2 and WFTO thin films deposited via single pot
AACVD system at 450 oC. (a) standard SnO2166 (b) undoped SnO2 (c)
Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2 (d) Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2 (e) Sn0.974W0.015F0.011O2.

Table 6.5. Variation in the mean crystallite diameter and unit cell parameters of
SnO2 and WFTO thin films with different dopant concentrations of NH4F.
Mean
crystallite
diameter
/nm
18

a /Å

c /Å

Unit cell
volume
/Å3

4.7594(12)

3.1891(7)

72.239(31)

Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2

19

4.7581(5)

3.1928(3)

72.283(13)

Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2

21

4.7534(4)

3.1960(3)

72.212(11)

Sn0.974W0.015F0.011O2

21

4.7559(3)

3.1991(3)

72.361(9)

Film
SnO2

Volume
contraction
/%
0.06
(expansion)
0.04
0.17
(expansion)

In undoped SnO2 the (101), (200), (211), (310) and (301) planes showed preferential
growth. The (200) plane for the single doped 1.5 at.% WTO film, on which the WFTO
films are based on, showed double the preference in growth along this plane. In
general, this was also observed in the WFTO films. Furthermore, co-doping with
fluorine resulted in a small increase in preferred orientation along the (111) and (002)
planes, and a small decline in growth preference along the (110) plane (Fig. 6.7).
Contrasting results have been found by Turgut et al.,184 the only other known study
on WFTO films, who found that initially when co-doped the preferred growth was
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along the (211) plane and with increasing amounts of tungsten dopant (their fluorine
content remained constant), the (200) followed by the (110) plane became preferred.

Fig. 6.7. Variation of the texture coefficient (Tc) of each plane with 1.5 at.% W and
varying amounts of F dopant in SnO2.

6.3.2.3 Surface morphology
The morphology of the WFTO films consisting of the least amount of fluorine (0.5
at.%) bears a striking resemblance to the single doped 1.5 at.% WTO film (Fig. 6.8a
and c). However, the average particle size was about half that, approximately 200
nm. At 0.8 at.% F, the particle size further decreased with the edges becoming
smoother resulting in a flatter and more compact film appearance (Fig. 6.8e). At the
highest F content, the morphology appeared flat but with obvious clusters separated
by defined boundaries (Fig. 6.8g). The film thicknesses matched that of the single
doped films apart from the Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2 film which was slightly thinner having
a thickness of 300 nm (Fig. 6.8d). There is no plausible explanation as to why the
film deposited was thinner as apart from changing the fluorine content the other
variables remained the same, and it is clear to see that the fluorine amounts do not
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affect film thickness as the films with higher F content were within the 500–550 nm
range (Fig. 6.8f and h).

Fig. 6.8. Top down and side on SEM images of WFTO thin films (compared with 1.5
at.% WTO) deposited via single pot AACVD at 450 oC. (a,b) Sn0.985W0.015O2 (c,d)
Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2 (e,f) Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2 (g,h) Sn0.974W0.015F0.011O2.
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6.3.2.4 Optical measurements
The optical measurements were taken as mentioned in Section 6.3.1.4 (Fig. 6.9). The
WFTO thin films were transparent and colourless. A striking observation found with
the co-doped films was the marked blue shifting of the plasma edge (the onset of
the increase in reflectance), with the greatest shift reaching a wavelength of
approximately 1500 nm. Furthermore, this film also had a maximum reflectance of
90%. The blue shift of the plasma edge is in line with the higher charge carrier
concentrations compared with undoped SnO2 and single doped WTO films (Table
6.3 and 6.6). Moreover, the transmittance and reflectance profile observed for the
WFTO films are also a feature of FTO films.20 The interference fringes seen in the
transmission curve is a function of film thickness (Table 6.6). As expected, the band
gaps remained at 3.6 eV regardless of film composition because transmittance were
similar.

Fig. 6.9. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra taken with an air background
and the Tauc plots for SnO2 and WFTO thin films deposited at 450 oC. (a,b) undoped
SnO2 (c,d) Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2 (e,f) Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2 (g,h) Sn0.974W0.015F0.011O2.
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6.3.2.5 Electrical properties
The WFTO thin films were also identified as n-type. Apart from Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2,
the remaining films were of similar thickness (Table 6.6). Therefore, the unusually
high sheet resistance, despite a greater charge carrier concentration compared with
WTO films, is a consequence of it being a much thinner film. Comparing the 0.8
at.% and 1.1 at.% fluorine WFTO films there is a small decrease in charger carrier
concentration which in turn leads to an increase in resistivity. The mobility of these
films is similar and this can be again attributed to the preferred film growth in the
(200) plane (Fig. 6.7 and see Section 6.3.1.5). A study by Turgut et al. deposited
WFTO films via a spray pyrolysis method by varying the tungsten amounts between
1-5 at.% and keeping the F content constant at 20 at.%. They achieved resistances as
low as 1.12 Ω.184 However, via AACVD it is difficult to incorporate such large amounts
of fluoride ions (Section 3.3.2). The optimal optoelectronic properties were observed
for the Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2 film with a sheet resistance of 9.7 Ω -1 which is slightly
better than the optimal single doped WTO film. This could be a consequence of the
morphology being smoother and more compact (Fig. 6.8e).

Table 6.6. Hall effect measurements and film thicknesses of SnO2 and WFTO
films. d, film thickness; n, charge carrier concentration; μ, charge carrier mobility;
ρ, bulk resistivity; Rsh, sheet resistance.*
Film

d/nm

SnO2
Sn0.98W0.015F0.005O2
Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2
Sn0.974W0.015F0.011O2

500
300
550
550

n/ ×1020
cm-3
1.100
5.646
7.979
6.123

µ/cm2 V-1 s-1
29.6
18.03
14.63
14.78

/×10-3
Ω cm
1.917
0.613
0.535
0.690

Rsh/Ω -1
38.3
20.4
9.7
12.5

*

The electrical properties for the undoped SnO 2 thin film in this chapter differs from the
value given in Chapter 5, this is primarily due the slightly different synthetic procedure.
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6.4 Conclusions
Tungsten doped and tungsten-fluorine co-doped thin films were successfully
deposited on to glass substrates with excellent coverage via aerosol assisted chemical
vapour deposition (AACVD). The films were colourless and exhibited superior
optoelectronic properties. For this system, the required mol.% of the dopant amount
in solution was much lower than any other system mentioned in this thesis. This is
because there are two electrons donated into the conduction band when W6+
replaces an Sn4+ atom. At the higher amounts of tungsten dopant (greater than 1.5
at.%), two oxidation states were present with +6 being the more predominate state
over the +4. For the co-doped films the amount of tungsten remained the same as
in the best single doped film (Sn0.985W0.015O2 with a sheet resistance of 11.4  -1),
allowing them to be compared in the same way as the films were in chapter 4. All
the films produced in the present chapter were polycrystalline and the incorporation
of tungsten into the SnO2 lattice resulted in a preference for the film to grow along
the (200) plane. The general morphology of the WTO films was similar, although
the range of particle sizes widened with increasing amounts of dopant. The addition
of fluorine into the system resulted in the particles becoming more rounded. All
films, WTO and WFTO, exhibited transmittance of about 80% meeting one of the
main requirements of TCO. Co-doping further blue-shifted the onset of the plasma
edge making the films more ideal for applications such as heat mirrors. The
electronic properties of the films were also enhanced by co-doping, unlike the
unexpected result in chapter 5, with the best film, Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2, having a sheet
resistance of 9.7  -1.
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7
General conclusions and future work
7.1 General conclusions
Aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) proved to be a reliable and
simple method for the deposition of thin films exhibiting the characteristics
favoured in TCOs. The apparatus was easily adaptable to coping with multiple
precursors and more than one solvent system. There were two main foci of this
thesis were:
1.

to investigate the suitability of AACVD in working with low-cost precursors
in depositing undoped and single doped metal oxide films based on zinc and
tin.

2. to enhance the optoelectronic properties of doped films by the introduction
of a second dopant, namely fluorine which replaces the oxide ion in the
metal oxide lattice. Fluorine was chosen because of its established use in
FTO, a commercially available TCO.
In this thesis 31 films were analysed and discussed in the context of their
optoelectronic properties. Table 7.1 summarises the maximum percentage
transmittance in the visible and the sheet resistance for the optimum films, with the
film showing the best compromise between the two factors highlighted. All films
exhibited transparencies around the 80% mark (one of the requirements for a TCO)
except for the antimony doped films from chapter 5 as a consequence of them being
coloured. All films were compared to an undoped ZnO or SnO2 film and when
deposition conditions were identical, the reproducibility of the undoped films was
evident from their similar sheet resistance values.
Zinc oxide films doped with aluminium or/and fluorine (Chapter 3) exhibited the
same degree of transparency. The sheet resistance values showed that FZO was the
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better TCO. However, a closer examination of optical properties found that the
crossover of the transmittance and reflectance curves for the co-doped AFZO film
was blue shifted. This would make this film more suitable for applications as a heat
mirror. Furthermore, whilst the AZO film had the poorest conductivity out of the
three, it was still superior to the undoped ZnO for this system (54.6  -1 vs 75.1 
-1). At this stage in the discussion, it is important to emphasise that the approach
taken to establish the conditions for producing the co-doped film was different to
the one taken in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3, the conditions used to produce
the optimum AZO film and the optimum FZO film were incorporated to produce a
single co-doped AFZO film. However, the desired film composition of 1 at.% Al and
1 at.% F into ZnO was not achieved and hence this co-doped film may not have the
compositional attributes of the best AFZO film that could have been synthesised.
In subsequent chapters, the concentration of the anion dopant was varied after
establishing the ideal conditions for the single cation doped films.
Following on from Chapter 3, gallium doped into zinc oxide was investigated in
Chapter 4 because of the similarity in ionic radii of Zn2+ and Ga3+. Undoped ZnO for
this system had a sheet resistance of 53.6  -1 which reduced 3-fold to 17.6  -1
for the optimum single doped GZO film, Zn0.95Ga0.05O. This corresponded with a 3fold increase in the charge carrier concentration (ZnO: 1.362 × 1020 cm-3;
Zn0.95Ga0.05O: 4.230 × 1020 cm-3). The co-doped film, Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O, not only had a
marginally greater transparency but an even lower sheet resistance than the GZO
and other GFZO films. This film emerged as the one with the best optimal
optoelectronic properties out of the 31 films characterised. A likely reason why films
containing gallium over aluminium have better electrical properties maybe a
consequence of Ga2O3 having a less exothermic enthalpy of formation compared
with Al2O3 and hence more likely for Ga3+ to substitute the Zn2+ than form a nonconducting oxide.
Moving away from the ZnO lattice, the SnO2 lattice was investigated in Chapter 5.
Antimony was introduced into the lattice followed by antimony and fluorine. The
ATO films were blue in colour which darkened with increasing amounts of dopant
incorporation; transparency decreased from 80% to 45% transmittance. The AFTO
films were black which remained at a transparency of about 40% regardless of the
amount of fluorine incorporation. These coloured films are valued in architecture
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for aesthetic appeal. The single doped Sn0.96Sb0.04O2 film exhibited the lowest sheet
resistance out of the 31 films investigated. Co-doping in this system surprisingly did
not increase conductivity despite FTO being a commercially available TCO.
However, the Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2 AFTO film approximately halved in its sheet
resistance value compared with undoped SnO2.
The final experimental chapter explored another tin(IV) oxide system, this time
doped with tungsten or tungsten and fluorine. The optimum films produced in this
system (Table 7.1) were similar in regards to their transmittance in the visible and
conductivity. The sheet resistance for the WFTO film was four times lower
compared with the undoped SnO2 (9.7  -1 vs 38.3  -1). The optoelectronic
properties of the films can be tuned to suit specific applications by altering the film
composition. For example, the onset of the increase in reflection in the infrared is
blue-shifted to lower wavelengths for the GFZO films compared with the GZO films
making them more suitable for use as heat mirrors. In general, all the doped and codoped films discussed in this thesis had plasma edge onsets blue shifted to 1500 nm
or less except for WTO films.

Table 7.1. Summary of the optoelectronic properties of the optimum films deposited
in Chapters 3-6.
Chapter

3
4
5
6

Optimum films
Zn0.99Al0.01O
Zn0.99F0.01O
Zn0.97Al0.02F0.01O
Zn0.95Ga0.05O
Zn0.94Ga0.05F0.01O
Sn0.96Sb0.04O2
Sn0.98Sb0.01F0.01O2
Sn0.985W0.015O2
Sn0.977W0.015F0.008O2

Maximum
transmittance in
the visible /%
84
84
84
84
85
65
40
81
77

Sheet resistance
/ -1
54.6
33.1
53.3
17.6
12.2
9.0
19.4
11.4
9.7

Overall, the thesis has confirmed the reliability of AACVD in producing TCO thin
films. The method was easily modifiable to accommodate for the chemical nature of
a variety of precursors and allowed control over dopant incorporation into the metal
oxide lattice. In three of the four different systems tested, fluorine proved to be an
effective co-dopant, improving the sheet resistance compared with their single
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doped equivalent and the undoped metal oxide film. Industry standard FTO glass is
available with sheet resistances between 7 and 20  -1 and transparencies between
80 to 84%.188 The films with the optimum optoelectronic properties from the work
described in Chapters 4 and 6 fall within these industry standards. This thesis for
the first time, to my knowledge, presents studies on GFZO and WFTO produced via
a CVD method. Prior to this these co-doped systems have been synthesised once
only by a PVD (GFZO) and wet chemical (WFTO) methods. Furthermore, the
tunability of the films via AACVD would allow further improvements in the film
properties now that a base line for performance has been established in this thesis.

7.2 Future work
An obvious future direction is to further fine-tune some of the optimum films (Table
7.1) by varying the deposition conditions. As previously mentioned, aerosol assisted
chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) has proved to be a reliable and simple method
for thin film coatings where a volatile precursor is no longer a requirement. This
leads to an increase in the range of precursors that can potentially be used for CVD,
and hence experiments can be carefully designed to use precursors that will have
minimum impact on the environment. Sustainability is becoming an increasingly
important consideration in the production of future functional materials. The films
manufactured in this thesis were based on zinc oxide using pyrophoric diethyl zinc
and tin(IV) oxide using the halogenated precursor, butyltin trichloride. It is worth
moving away from these precursors to ones that are easier to handle and produce
non-toxic waste, without compromising film properties and potentially even
bettering existing films.
In order for AACVD to be an industrial process it needs to overcome a few challenges
with the main one being the growth rate of films.189 In a research laboratory an
AACVD experiment can take between 20-90 minutes depending on the required film
thickness. This is too slow for industrial scale manufacture where rates are typically
1000’s nm min-1. A previous study has shown that the growth rate using AACVD can
be scaled from 10 to 100 nm min-1 without a loss in functionality.190 This shows that
AACVD has the potential to be scaled to meet industrial requirements, however
more research is required to reach the desired growth rates. Therefore, increasing
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film growth rates and improving sustainability of the CVD process, with no effect on
film functionality, is an area that needs establishing.
Furthermore, the work discussed has so far been based on n-type transparent
conducting oxides (TCOs). There is still a need to find a p-type TCO that exhibits
optical transparency and electronic conductivity comparable with the current
universal n-type industry leaders, ITO and FTO. The formation of such a material
would allow the production of a p-n junction, revolutionising the electronics
industry for the better. SnO is a promising p-type material however it is difficult to
produce due to the disproportionation of the tin species at elevated temperatures.
There has been computational studies suggesting the find for new materials that
exhibit p-type conductivity which include Mg doped Cr2O3191 and MCuP where
M=Mg, Ca, Sr or Ba.192 Research into these materials would be a good starting point
to potentially discover a p-type material.
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